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I.

1.1

ORGAN 1ZA!I ONeE THE SESS ION

Opening of the Session

1.1.1
The session was opened by the Chairman, Professor B. Bol in. He
expressed his gratitude to the Canadian authorities, and in particular to
Mr. J.R.H. Noble, for having provided the faci Iltles for the session at the
new headquarters of the Atmospheric Environment Service. He also welcomed the
observe~s from WMO and ICSU and the Invited experts.
1.1.2 Mr. J.H.R. Noble, Assistant Deputy Minister, Atmospheric Environment
Service, welcomed the participants and expressed his pleasure that it had been
possible for this session of JOC to be held in Toronto. He referred to the
symposium entitled 'A History of Meteorological Challenges' which would be
held immediately after the session to celebrate the openfng of the new headquarters
bui~dlng; he hoped that all the participants would be able to take part In
this symposium.
1.1.3
1.2

The I istof participants Is given In Annex A.

Approval of the Agenda
The final agenda of the session Is repooduced In Annex B.
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2.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRMAN

2. I
The Cha Irman gave a br Ief ora I report on the deve lopments I-n GARP since
the fifth session of JOC (Bombay, February 1971).
2.2
He referred first to the valuable planning work on the GARP Atlantic
Tropical Experiment (GATE) which had been carried out by the Interim Sc+entlflc
and Management Group (ISMG) under the leadership of Dr. J. Kuettner. The Sixth
Wor Id Meteoro Iog Ica I Congress (Geneva, Ap r I I 1971) had reacted very pos It Ive Iy
to the GATE proposals and had provided funds for the continued work on GATE
during the period 1972 to 1975. The task of JOG was to review regularly the
scientific objectives of GATE.
2.3
Turning to the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE), Professor Bolln said
that Phase A (scientific requirements) and Phase B (planning of the observational
programme) must be completed by the end of 1971 so that a plan could be submitted
to the countries In January 1972 In preparation for a Planning Conference In
Aprl I or May 1972. The decisions of Sixth Congress regarding FGGE had not been
so explicit as for GATE and no separate financial provision had been made. He
felt that the role of the Joint Planning Staff (JPS) In the further development
of FGGE would have to be defined and that JOG ought to make pooposals to WMO
on the co-ordination of the FGGE planning with the further planning of the
World Heather Watch (WWW).
.
2.4
Professor Bolln also mentioned some of the other recent GARP activities
Including the Issue of GARP Publications Series No. 7. He considered It was
very Important that more reports should be pUblished In this series, with
priority to the completion of a revised version of GARP Publications Series
No. 3 on FGGE.
2.5

The Committee noted the Chairman's report with appreciation.
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3.
'3.1

THE GARP NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTATION PROGRAMME

The Associate GARP Research Centres (ARCs) and the Research Coordination
and Planning Groups (RCPGs)

3.1.1 The Chairman of the Working Group on Numerical Experimentation,
Prof. J. Smagorlnsky, reported on the activities of the ARCs and the RCPGs.
The main intention with the establishment of this proge8mme is to
stimulate simulation experiments, particularly In those areas which are of
particular importance for the planning of the GATE and the FGGE. The programme
Is bui tt around the following subjects:
I.

Four-dimensional data assimilation

2.

Observing system simulation

3.

Spectrum of predictability

4.

Computational considerations

5.

Real-time processing for GARI? experiments

6.

Dynamics of tropical motion systems

Each of these problem areas Is al located to one RCPG consisting of 5-10
members who have agreed to undertake the coordination of numerical experimentation
and to 3 to 5 ARCs which are wl I ling to accept specific commitments to execute
certain portions of the programme.
The present situation with regard to the participation In this progr.amme
and the actlvltes of the RCPGs Is given In Annex C.
3.1.2 With regard to the first subject, four-dimensional data assimilation,
a symposium on this subject had been held In Princeton in April 1971 with about
60 participants. This symposium had done a great deal to stimulate fur'kher
thinking and research on this Important problem. A review of this symposium
Is included in the report of the RCPG I. (Cpples of this report are avall&Me
from the JPS).
3.1.3 The Chairman of the RCPG on Observing System Simulation, Or. R. Jastrow,
presented the results of the urgently required numerical experiments regarding
the wind determinatlons In the tropics (suggested by JOC-V) and the need for
reference level observations. The results of these experiments are discussed
In Chapter 5.
3.1.4 There have been no meetings of the RCPG 4 on Comp~tational Considerations.
However, two extensive reports have been presented (both available on request from
the JPS). In the first report short descriptions aee included of 40 experiments
covering the whole spectrum of problems related to this subject. The second
reports contains summaries of recently completed experiments.
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3.1.5 Concerning the activities of the RCPG on Dynamics of Tropical Motion
System, Prof. Smagorlnsky pointed out that due to the variations of model ling
, techniques end basic assumptions, more than one model should be used In real
time during the GATE. A summary of the activity of this group Is given In
Annex C.
3.1.6 The Committee recorded Its appreciation of the progre,s achieved
by the ARCs and RCPGs. It was desirable that the RCPGs should send copies
of al I their reports to JPS for distribution to members of JOG and other
Interested researchers; the JPS was accordingly requested to make suitable
arrangements to this end'~ad to ensure that members of JOG are Informed In
good time of al I future meetings of RCPGs.
3.1.7
Some changes In membership of the RCPGs were announced.
membership Is given In Annex C.

The present

3.l.8 The Committee decided to review the functions of the RCPGs early in
1973. In the meantime any new topics which arise should be assigned to one or
other of the existing RCPGs rather than creating new RCPGs.
3.2

The JOG Study Group Conference on the Parameterlzatlon of Sub-Grld Scale
Processes

3.2.1
At the meeting of the Working Group on Numerical Expertmentat&on In
Prlnceton in April 1971, It was proposed that a Stud¥ Conference on this subject
should be arranged. The JOG-Officers approved this proposal at th~lr meetIng In
Moscow In August 1971. The Committee reviewed the arrangements for this
Conference and made some further suggestions.

The main purpose of this conference Is to formulate a programme of
research directed to: (I) Increase our knowledge regarding the physical processes
which take place on scales less ~han the spacing of adjacent observations:,
(11) Identify the sub-grid scale phenomena which have a significant Influence on the
large seale motion; and (Ill) devise methods to represent the locally averaged
effect of these processes In terms of the parameters which are available In
numerical models.
In addition to these problems the conference wl I I be concerned with
the Interactions between the ocean currents and the large-scale atmospheric
motions (the large-scale motions determine ocean currents which change the
temperature field and produce a feed-back Into the atmo~pherlc motions).
3.2.3

- - _ "_.-

The Problem ....Areas

''-''--.-

In addition to the seven pro'lem areas recommended by the Working Group
on Numerical Experimentation the Committee decided that another problem area
should be Included (No. 7):
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I.

Convection, Clouds and Precipitation

2.
3.

Radiation
Boundary Layer In the Atmosphere

4.

Smal I Scale Orographlc Effects

5.
6.

Internal Turbulence
Gravity Wave Propagation and the Upper Boundary Condition

7.

Cryosphere and Ground Hydrology Interaction

8.

Ocean Coupling and the Boundary Layer In the Ocean

It Is anticipated that the Conference wl I I be arranged In a similar way
as the JOG Study Group Conference on Numerical Experimentation which was held
In Oslo In 1970. For each problem area a sub-group wl I I be established
consisting of a Chairman and 3-4 members (approximately 30 experts have been
Invited). These groups wll I be asked to work out rather detal led proposals
regardlng"research In the various sub-areas and formulate numerical experiments
which need to be carried out.

In order to provide the background material for the conference It has
been decided that the eight chairmen of the sub-groups should be Invited to
prepare a position paper (10-15 pages) containing an outline of the present
status (techniques used) and suggestions for further Improvements. The Intention
Is that these reports should be distributed to the participants not later than
December.

The meeting wl I I be held In Leningrad, 20-27 March 1972.
3.3

The Basle Data Set ProJect for GARP Planning
3.3.1

The Observational Data

The observational data for this project were received In a great variety
of forms and from a wide range of sources and much effort Is now being spent to
reduce the number of codes and format for placing the data on the fleal magnetic
tapes. Whi le al I the November data are In hand there are st! II some Southern
Hemisphere data for June to be punched and processed. It Is however expected
that all the observational data for both November and June wll I be In final
form by the end of 1971 or early 1972. The Committee 8t~e88ed the urqenay of
having aZl the ob8e~ational data p~oae8sed and available on magnetic tape fp~
GARP numerical expenmentation as 800n as possible and p~efe~abZy befo~e the
end of 19'1Z.
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3.3.2 AI I the three World Meteorological Centres, Melbourne, Moscow and
Washington, have accepted to file the data and make It available to- interested
. users at cost price. The price for certain specified data will depend on the
required technical media and the degree of sorting and processing required In
order to place the requested data on this media but an attempt should be made to
keep the cost Independent of the centre from which it Is requtsted.
3.3.3

Ih~~n~lys~s

The Northern Hemisp,here analyses are complete for both November and June.
The Southern Hemisphere analyses for November are ready while those for the June
period are expected to be oompleted by the end of 1971. The main outstanding
problem Is the completion of the tropical analyses. The November analyses are
ready from I to 7 November for 00 and 12 GMT and from 8 to 10 for. 00 GMT, while
the 00 GMT analyses for the period I I to 30 November are expected to be termln9ted by
the end of 1971. The Committee decided that for the June period preference should
be given to 12 GMT and that the consultant In Costa Rica, Mr. J.Q. Jusem, s~ould
be offered an extension of his contract from I January 1972 In order to continue
with the analyses untl I at least the period I to 10 June Is sermlnated. If
possible the analysis work in Costa Rica should be continued untl I the remainder
of the June 12 GMT analyses have been completed. It was stressed that the
analysis should In no case be allowed to delay the completion of the compilation
of observational data.
3.3.4 All the Northern Hemisphere analyses are in digital form and the
digitizing of the Southern Hemisphere and Tropical analyses Is In progress.
Up to now the Southern Hemisphere analyses have only been digitized when the
corresponding tropical analyses have been available. The Committee decided
however, that al I the Southern Hemisphere analyses should preferably be digitized,
regardless of whether the corresponding tropical analyses are available.
3.3.5 With respect to the pictorial presentation of the data It was agreed
that the analysed maps, from the point of view of GARP numerical experiments, are
mainly needed for case selection and the plotted data would therefore be of
secondary Importance. Selected analyses could therefore be printed In an
appropriate scale without plotted data. The JPS was however requested to consult
with WMO about the use of the plotted data for other purposes such as tranlng.
Inquiries should also be made about the cost and practicability of making the
plotted maps available on microfilm. JPS should also study with WMO the
posslbllty of publishing on microfilm the coreespondlng sate I lite cloud pictures.
3.3.6 A brief article on the SOSP has already been published In some
widely distributed meteorological Journals and bulletins. The JPS was
requested to Issue a further announcement about the availability of observational
data as wel I as analyses as soon as possible giving ful I detal Is as to how
this material can be obtained.
3.3.7 The Committee fl"al Iy requested the Working Group on Numerical
Experimentation to make proposals for coordinating the GARP numerical experiments
to be based on the Basle Data Sets.
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3.4

New Membership of the Working GrouQ on Numerical Experimentation

At the recent meeting of the Working Group on Numerical Experimentation
it was agreed that the membership of the group should be renewed and a proposal
regarding the new composition was submitted to the Committee by Its Chairman.

After discussions the JOC decided that the following scientists should
be invited to serve on the Working Group:
A. Robert (Chairman)
L. Gandln
K. Mlyakoda
A Wiin-Nlelsen

Cenada
USSR
USA
Norway

With regard to future activities of this working group, the JOG expected
that a considerable part of the work could be carried out by correspondence.
Meetings wl I I be kept to a minimum and organized only in cennexion with other
JOG conferences or groups, e.g. the forthcoming Study Group Conference on
Parameterizatlon in Leningrad in March 1972.
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4.
. 4.1

THE GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL EXPERIMENT (GATE)

Planning Activity since JOC-V

A few weeks after the fifth meeting of JOC In Bombay 1-5 February, 1971,
the Tropical Experiment Councl I and Tropical Experiment Board met In Geneva.
Reports of these two meetings have been published by WMO as GARP Special Reports
Nos. 3 and 4, respectively.
The TEC accepted and endorsed the concept of the GATE and the area in
which It should be conducted. The TEC agreed that its major contributions to
the GATE effort would be to work to assure completion of the WWW Implementation
plans In the region and to assure the relleble performance of the WWW upper air
stations.
The TEB accepted and endorsed the scientific objectives and the several.
planning considerations recommended by JOC, such as the location of the B-scale
area in the Eastern Atlantic, and the need for a geostatlonary satel lite and
fully equipped research vessels In the B-scale area. It was decided that the
formal creation of the Scientific Management Group that had been suggested earlier
would have to await action at Congress VI on budgetary provisions for the GATE
planning activities. To make it edmlnistratlvely feasible, however, for the
consultants to continue their work, the TES designated the consultant group as
the Interim Scientific and Management Group (ISMG) and appointed Dr. J. Kuettner
(USA) as Senior Consultant; Dr. N. Rider (UK) and Dr. 1 Sltnlkov (USSR)
completed the group.
The TEB requested the ISMG to prepare a first draft of an operational
plan for GATE, based on the observing resources provisional Iy ~ommltted at
Brussels, and suggested that the plan be reviewed by the JOC at Its next meeting.
The TEB planned to meet sometime following JOC-VI to review the plan and JOC's .
comments on the planr
4.2

The ISMG Report

The ISMG presented to the JOC a comprehensive document containing details
of the scientific knowns and unknowns; an elaboration of the scientific requirements
and scientific questions that could be addressed In GATE; observational strategies
for the A and B scales; description of the various observing systems, management
plan
and other aspects related to the experiment. Sti I I under preparation are
sections elaborating the observational requirements for the central programme.
Sixteen annexes to the document contain reports of the various specialized
working group meetings end reports from the many tropical meteorologists who
have participated in this phase of the planning. From the above brief description
of this document, It can be seen that essentially al I available Information on
al I critical aspects of developing the detal led operational plan for GATE has
been assembled, at least Inprel imlnary form. In addition, much new information
was generated by the Intensive analysis of existing information, In which many
distinguished experts in the synoptic and dynamic meteorology of the tropics
participated.
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Jec found that the overal I plan being developed by the ISMG is In accord
with the fundamental objective of GATE as stated In general form at JOC~ : to
.provide understanding of the tropical dynamical systems and their scale
interactions such that the dynamics of the TropIcs can be Included realistically
In direct of parametric form in global circulation models. JOC also noted with
interest the detailing of the scientific obJectNes in the ISMG report and
especially
the effective format in which the various' scientific questions are
presented •. JOC expressed Its conf~deBce that the continuation and completion of
the planning along the lines Initiated by the ISMG should lead to a successful
Implementation of GATE. In particular, JOC supports the various specific Items
highlighted In the ISMG report and offers some additional comments.
4.3

Need for Satel lite Observations

JOC ~eaffi~s its asse~tion that a geostationa~ satettite ove~ the
e~ePirnent a~ea, with high ~eeotution atoud imaging ~apabitity, i8 an essentiat .
~equi~ement fo~ the ope~ationat aonduat and 8aientifia suaaeS8 of the e~e~iment.
The lack of Infrared mmaging capabil ity (for the cloud height determination
as wel I as to prOVide continuous coverage during the night of the convective
systems) would seriously compromise the operational conduct and scientific value
of GATE. Moreover, the provision to GATE field headquarters of cloud Images that
have been accurately grldded would be of critical operational value to the
optimum deployment of the Instrumented aircraft.
Polar orbiting sate I lites, with infrared temperature and moisture sounders
and radlometerd for sea surface temperature observations, wll I contribute
Important observations such as sea surface temperatures and temperature profi les.
4.4

Plans for A-scale Observations

Observations of the large-dynamic (wave) disturbances In the Atlantic
and adjacent continental areas is considered an Important element In meeting the
objectives of GATE. Ship stations are generally considered the most convenient
way to obtain the wind profiles needed In the oceanic portion of the A-scale
area. The ships would be equipped with omegasonde stations now under development.
The ships need not be research vessels, for the omegasonde receiving station
can be Insta II ed even on sma I I sh Ips.' Wor ~ Weather Watch upper air stat Ions
would provide the A-scale observations In the land areas of South America and
Africa that are part of the GATE experiment area. In addition, winds derived
from the cloud Images from geostationary satel lites abd temperature profiles from
the polar satel lites will contribute to the description of the A-scale processes.

The ISMG Report discusses the possible layout of ship stations. It Is
suggested that within the number of ships provisionally pledged at Brussels, some
twelve might be designated for the A-scale, JOC agreed that this seemed a realistic
and desirable network. JOC also commented that If fewer ships had to be used on
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the A-scale, maintaining at least two ships on the equator should be given high
priority because of the Interest 1ft the dynamical processes that take place close
.to the equator, which are not wel I understood, and because direct wind observations
at such low latitudes are the best way to study them. Moreover, the ship stations
would provide means to obtain otherwise unavailable Information on the prdlpertles
of the surface layer at low latitudes, which Is also considered to be of high
relevance to meeting the GATE obJectives.
4.4.2

World Weather Watch Stations

Upper air stations are Important In the continental regions, in
particular upper wind stations. WWW plans cal I for some augmentation of the
networks. If these plans are fulfilled, It Is likely that the GATE requirements
wll I be reasonably wel I met. However, some temporary stations for GATE might
pr-ove, after further analysis, to be particularly desirable. With respect to
the current performance of the WWW networks, a recent eheck by WMO and 15MB, In
response to a suggestion made at Congress VI, showed that for three. days In
June 1971, the upper air data received at the WMCs at Moscow and WashIngton were
far from complete for the GATE area. While these current deficiencies are
understandable and In some cases expllca.'. In terms of known problems In either
station operating schedules or communication of data, the amount of deficient
data Is conslderabf-e. JOG understands that planning activity curr~ntlyunderway
In WMO In connection with completion of the next phase of the WWW plan Is
currently aimed at correcting these deficiencies and strongly supports the
actiVity In this direction.
In addition~ it is rec01lf1lended that regular' monotoring of the WWW
stations in the GATE area be carried out to assure an adequate knobiledge of
the stat~~ of the ne~k as the basis to assure that all efforts can be made .
to brin{J. tne net!,)fJrk up to fuU operating aapabilit'ti for GATE. In this l'ega~d it
is further 1'6cormrended that the TEe discuss ar'ran~ents for the WW stations 1;0
take part in the pre-GATE test period disaussed be'lOl.t1.

The development of operat&onal omegasondes continues to appear promising
and It Is understood that the omega transmlttel? stations are planned to be In full
power routine operation by 1973. It Is urged that the authorities responsible
for this system be notified of the strong dependence of GATE on the omega
location technique, with the request that ISMG and JOG be kept Informed of the
progress'and status of Its Implementation on an operational basis, In so far as
the Central Atlantic region Is concerned. The critical. Importance to GATE of an
operational omegasonde system must be reaffirmed and the hope was expressed that
sufficient technical development Is underway to assure Its availability for GATE.
4.4.4

2.u.E'p.!.e.!!!.e.!!.t~rY.Q.b!!.e!.v~t!o.!!.s_f.2r_t.!!.e_A.:s.£a.!.e

Mention was made In the report of JOC-V of additional observations that
would supplement the primary data collection systems, Including those from
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experimental satel lites, and tests of constant-level or carrier bal loons If
carried out In the GATE period. Plans for such additional systems have now
. developed to the point where Itls possible to Identify more specifically their
strong contrlbutlon to the GATE effort. In particular, JOC recognizes that the
many sounder exper Iments to be carr Ied out on N,tmbus-F, and the Iarge sea Ie
constant-level bal loon experiment CTWERLE)* planned In connection with the
platform location and data relay experiment on Nlmbus-F, would complement
th~ GATE effort In a most significant way by providing such Important additional
Information as high accuracy and high resolution temperature soundings, micro-wave
Information on I (quid water content, and a definition of the wind field in the
upper troposphere, where suitable cloud targets for wind tracking do not meet
the lateral density requirements.

The operation of these various data oolleotion experiments during the
time of GATE ~uld materially enhanoe the probability of suooess of the
experiment and it is reoommended that the sohedule of Nimbus-F take into aooount
the high desirability of launohing Nimbus F prior to GATE.
SImIII ari'y, It Is understood that there Is a proposal for a Iarge sea Ie
development programme with respect to the carrier bal loon omega dropsonde system;
as part of this development, a nearly ful I scale test In the 1974 period Is under
consideration In which some ~O bal loons, each carrying about 64 dropsondes, wll I
be launched and commanded via the geostatlonary satel lite located over the
Atlantic area. Needless to say, the dropping of omegasondes over the GATE area
during the time of the experiment would materially enhance the observational
effort to delineate the larger-scale dynamical features on the A-scale.

JOC oommends this development effort and large-soale test as a needed
aotivity to ensure the suooess of the FGGE and urges that the proposed test
be oarried out to ooinoide with the GATE period to provide an important
augmentation of the A-soale observing eapabi;ity.
In connection with new satellIte technology being introduced In 1972-1973,
plans are being made In the USA for a Data System Test, to gain experience In using
the
sate I lite data In models near real time. JOG noted that It may be useful
to coordinate such activity with GATE (see section 5.9.1)
4.5

Plans for B-scale Coverage

JOC reaffirms its beliefR whioh is also in aooord with the soientifio
investigations thus far of the ISMG~ that aooording to available evidence the
network for the study of the B-soale should preferably be looated in the Eastern
Atlantio to meet the primary objeotive.
4.5.1
JOG endorses the planning concepts that led ISMG to propose aB-scale

*

TWERLE stands for Tropical Wind Energy

conversion Reference Level Experiment.
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network consisting of two north-south picket lines, of four and five research
ships respectively, fitted with calibrated radar ,ystems suitable for determination
_ of prect.pltatlon amounts In the B-scale array; six additional ships which ccbo~d
have less observational capability are needed to complete the B-scale array.
Such an arrangement wll I ensure acceptable observatlon of meso-scale convective
disturbances as they move through the B-scale array.
pa~tiouta~Zy endO~ses the p~aZZeZ pioket Zine obsepving st~ategy
offe~ the best overaZZ obsepving o~oss-seotion and the ~eguZa~
di8t~bution of ships wiZZ faciZitate the anaZysis of the obsBPVations.

JOG

as it may

JOG believes with the ISMG that any fewer number In sh;ps In the 8-scale
array wil I begin to Jeopardize the capability to observe the meso-scale
disturbances adequately; any fewer number of radar ships or reduction of radar
capability from quantitative to qualitative wll I Jeopardize the important
scientific objective of determlnl~g the energy ~udgets, particularly
through the mapping of precipitation.
4.5.2

Ie.£h.!!.l.£a.!Qe~e.!0E.m!n!s_N~e!!e!!.!.o.!:QT2.c!I~~Y2.t!m

ISMG stresses two critical areas for further development: (I) the
continued development of suitable aircraft wind-finding techniques (e.g. Improved
doppler radar, Inertial navigation systems) and (11) adequate systems to measure
the mass, energy and momentum fluxes In the lowest 1000 - 2000 meters, with
capability to operate under dlstoobed conditions. This latter observational
technique Is especially "eeded for the 8-scale network to meet fully the
scientific objectives.

finding
4.6

JOG endO~ses
d~opsondes be

these p~oposaZs and suggests that
added to this Zist.

pe~hap8 ai~~aft

wind.

Test Period Prior to GATE

At JOC-V, Bombay, a field test of representative observing systems was
suggested.
p~o~

GATE

JOG endO~ses the ISMG p~oposed pZan fo~ a test pe~iod about one yea~
to GATE in whioh ~ep~esentative systems wouZd ope~ate, p~efe~bZy in the

a~ea.

This not only would provide a realistic test of logistic, observational
and operational aspects of GATE, but would also provide a useful Intercomparlson
of different systems In the conditions to be encountered during the experiment,
and finally would prOVide Important direct Information on the tropical systems
In the area that would be useful for final adjustments of plans.

As mentioned above, JOG ~eoommends that a fuZZ-soaZe intensive ope~ationaZ
of the WWW uppe~-ai~ stations in the A-soaZe apea be pZanned to ooincide
with the fieZd test pe~od.
pe~od
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JOC agreed to be Involved In the GATE test pet!od with respect to the
delineation of the scientific problems In the light of any new relevant
.Information that may come from the test period.
4.7

Oceanographic Observations

Some oceanographic measurements are vital to the complete understanding
of the tropical disturbance systems to be studied In GATE. JOG recommended that
ISMG elaborate further an oceanographic programme of GATE, from the viewpoint
of contributing to the meteorological obJectives.
For examp le, there Is a short term reaction of the upper layers of the
ocean to wind stirring arising from atmospheric disturbances; this reaction
Is manifested in changes in the sea surface that may in turn Influence the
atmospheric disturbances. There Is already persuasive evidence, both
observational and theoretical, that the sea surface temperature Is critical In
the life of tropical disturbances. Thus It appears important to determine the
structure and variability of t.he combined boundary layer (atmospheric and oceanic).
JOC suggests that to meet this requirement observations be made of the temperature
profile at least down to the seasonal thermacl ine at the B-scale stations and
at as many as possible of the A-scale stations. In addition, salinity profiles
need to be taken on the B-scale and at some stations on the A-scale. It was
pointed out that equipment for taking bathythermographs or expendable bathythermographs can be Instal led fairly readily on any kind of ship t,hat might participate In the A-scale network, and that even modern salinity temperature depth
recording gear can be mounted wlth~ut excessive difficulty.
bt vieIJ of these explicit oceanographic aspects of GATE~ Joe recommends
that the GATE pltm be finished through appropriate channels to the roe and SeOR
and also~ if possible~ to the oceanographic community at the working leveZ.
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5.
5. I

THE FIRST GARP GLOBAL EXPERIMENT

Data Requ i remelits

JOG reviewed *he data requirements In.the Idght of current knowledge and
results of some numerical experimentation. A few minor revisions were adopted.
The revised requirements are given In Annex D.
In the specification of these requirements account has been taken of
the fact that the various parameters which describe the state of the atmosphere
are Interrelated. Some parameters appear to have greater dynamical Inertia
than others. It Is therefore Important that the FGGE Is deslgne~ In such a
way that there exist possibilities to Identify the quantities which are of
secondary Impottance and therefore are more or less dynamically redundant.
5.2

Numerical Experimentation Resolts

At its fifth meeting, JOC recommended that the Working Group on Numerical
Experimentation organize numerical expetlments to clarify certain questions
remaining In the design of the observing system for FGGE (see pp. 16,17,' JOC-V).
This work Is not yet finished but some general conclusions can be drawn.
5.2.1
!3.e,g,ulr!m!n!s_f2r_Wln!!.ln_t,b,e_T.!:.0,E.I,£s.:., The questions to be resolved
here are (i) can the state of the tropical atmosphere be described adequately
enough from the temperature field and surface pressure alone? (11) If. not,
how much Improvement wll I result from adding direct wind data In a broad tropical
belt (t25 0 ) at tw~ levels (simulating tee data output from the geostatlonary
satellites)? 01 () How muc~ additional Improvement results from adding wind pro.f! les
In a narro•. tropical belt (~ liO)?, and (Iv) what Is tbe recommended amount of
such addItIonal Information (e.g. the horizontal spacing of wind profiles) to
reduce the errors within FGGE requirements?
Ex~eriments

designed to provide guidance to these questions were performed

by:
Geophysical Blul. Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL, NOAA) using a 9 level
model; 500 km grid
Goddard Institute of Space Studies (GISS, NASA) using the Mlntz-Arak••a
2 level model; 40 x 5. 0 grid
NatloMI Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) using a 6 level model;
50 grid
Representatives of the three groups discussed their preliminary results
and concluded unanimously that:
(I)

Wind errors In the tropics (latitudes -+ 25-300 ) remain unacceptably
large If surface pressure add temperature profiles alone are updated,
even It the updating Is done with error-free data; the effect Is ~ost
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pronounced in the equatorial tropics( ~IOO).
(il) Insertion of winds in the zone ~ 25 0 such as expected from geostatlonary
sate I lites reduces to acceptable limits the errors in the tropical zone
at latitudes higher than 100.
(f it)

Redoat Ion to acceptab!e I imIts of the' errors in the equator Ial zone
(: 100) is accomplished ~ with the addition of wind profiies
(I.e. adequate vertical resolution) in that zone.

Moreover, It was found from the GFDL experiments that the Insertion
of tropical winds at only two level (e.g. from geostatlonary satel lites) has
a sizable influence upon winds In the extra-tropics after several days. This
result Is taken as further strong evidence for the uti Ilty of ful I coverage by
geostatlonary sate I lites and derivatlo~ of the winds from tracking cloud targets.
It Is not possible from these early experiments to state definitively
the minimum amount of direct wind information needed In the tropics to assure
the success of the FGGE. However, since the experiments weFe conducted by
inserting a ful I wind field such as recommended by the FGGE requirements (I.e.
horizontal spacing of about 500 km), and the reduced errors obtained in these
experiments Just fal I within the FGGE I imlts, it can be concluded .that the FGGE
requirements as stated stll I represent the best estimate of the effort necessary.
Further experiments are planned to try to make a quantitative recommendation as
to the observing grid.
5.2.2

E.e.9.ulr~m~n!.s_f£r_a_S£u!.h~r!!.!::!.e!!!.l~pb.e!e_R~f~r!n.!e_L.!Il!1

Although the reference level experiments have not yet been completed It
Is possible to draw some tentative conclusions.
The aval labll Ity of pressure observations at one level significantly
improves the abl I Ity to define the mass field of the atmosphere from the
temperature profl le obtained from satel lite Infrared sounders. The surface
wou Id be more des'l rab Ie than 12 km for the Ieve I of reference pressure.
Additional experiments are being planned to simulate realistically
the use of actual sounder data accompanied by reference level Information.
These results reaffirm the requirement for a reference level system
In the Southern Hemisphere to assure that the derivation of the mass field
from sate I lite temperature observations wil I meet FGGE requirements •

.roe suggested that additionaZ experiments be cal'ried out by numericaZ
simulation in ol'del' to get a mOl'e l'eaZistic estimate of the magnitude of effol't
needed to meet l'equil'ements. The expel'iments shouZd simulate;
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(i)

use of sateZZite injraved tempevatuve sounding data pZus suvfaae
and uppev-aiv observations that wiZZ be avaiZabZe fvom the WWW netwovk;

fii) same as (i) but with the addition of tempovavy WWW type stations ov
data aoZZeation (e.g. fvom ships) that might veaZistiaaZZy be expeated;
(iii) same as (ii) with addition of speiiaZ' observations (e.g. fvom buoys
and oonstant-ZeveZ baZZoons) on a aoavse spaoing (say ZOOO km);
fiv) same as (il) but with addition of suah speaiaZ observations on a
500 km spaoing.
The Wovking GVoup on NumeviaaZ Expevimentation was vequested to ovganize
the aonduot of suoh expeviments.
JOG expressed its great appreciation of the very valuable experiments.
already conducted on its behalf ~y GFDL, GISS and NCAR.
5.3

Design of the Observing System

JOG reviewed working papees prepared by the JPS which summarized the
status of the WWW non-sate Ilite coverage (assumi ng that the fu II p.1 ans will be
Implemented) and in which estimates are made of the data to be supplied by
sate I lites, omegasonde systems In the tropics (deployed from carrler-bal loons or
ships), and reference level systems In the Southern Hemisphere. JOG made some
suggestions on how this material should be presented In the GPS report No. 8,
The First GARP Global Experiment.
5.3.1

!iW!i!!o.!!.-~a!e!l.!.t!!.2.b~e!.v.!.n~~y~t!!.m~

Upper-Air Networks
From the viewpoint of lateral spacing the WWW upper-air network.meets
the FGGE requirements over approximately 75% of the area north of 300 N, 30%
in the latitude band 300 N-30 0 S and 12% south of 3OOS. However, even if al I
planned or proposed stations are Implemented, the WWW network will stl I1 not give
complete coverage in al I land or island areas In the tropics and So~thern
Hemisphere.
Surface Stations
North of about 200 N, there Is sufficient sommertlal ship traffic to
provide an adequate surface pressure level. South of 200 N, however, the
situation Is far less satisfactory. The experlence.of the GARP BaUc Data Set
Project was that a" special effort could result in a large Bugmentatlon of
surface data In the tropics and Southern Hemi~phere (but this was collected
by mal I). The possibilities of making such special arrangements for the FGGE
should be Investigated, especially If the observations can be collected within
operational cut-off time.
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Observations from Commercial Aircraft
Reports of wind from aircraft are a valuable source of data (at flight
level, about 200-300 mol. However, the expected coverage over the tropics and
Southern Hem Isphene Is very poor. At present the area covered in the trop ics
Is approximately only 1% and In the Southern Hemisphere it Is much less than 1%.

The observing system for the FGGE wi I I require both polar orbiting
and geostationary sate I lites. Some of these wl I I be operational and hence
considered as part of the WWW.
Polar Orbltins Satel lites
Two or more (If possible) polar orbiting satel lites flying in orthogonal
planes and with side scannlng capabl I Ity make it possible to provide moisture
and temperature pr~files daily with global coverage. Recent estimates demonstrated
that the sate I I ites may supply the temperature profile data over 80-90% of
the area of the globe. In combination with the reference level observations It
wl I I be possible to define the state of the atmosphere In the critical regions of
the globe, particularly over vast areas of the Southern Hemisphere.
Geostatlonary Satel lites
According to the proposed plan four geostatlonary sate I lites with
approximately equal spacing are needed to provide optimal coverage for wind
derivation from cloud dlsplacements in the tropics. The observation of cloudtracers from the satellites makes It possible to determine the wind In the
800-900 mb layer over 90% of the tropical area and In the 200-300 mb layer
over about 50,% of the area (and occasionally for clouds In the middle troposphere).
Based on the results of numerical experimentation (5.2 above) JOC
concl.uded that adequate covemge of the tropical. zone t30 0 by geostationary
satel.l.ites is a critical. requirement for the PGGE. Ideally, five such satel lites
would be desirable but four would be Just adequate if they are properly spaced.
Less than ful I coverage, especially over the open ocean areas, wl I I seriously
comproml se the experiment. .roe. therefore, strongl.y endorses the ppogranrnes
of the USA, Japan and the European countries to impl.ement geostationary satel.l.ites.

Two ~peclal observing efforts need to be made for FGGE to complete the
observing system.
Wind Observations In the

Tro~lcs.

It Is seen from the results of numerical experiments described In
section 5.2 above that winds with adequate vertical resolution are required In
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the trop i ca I zone 1.100 to assure adequate def i n i tion of the wi nd. The most
optimistic estimate of coverage by WWW upper-air stations in this region Is
about 20%.
At the present time, the only technology that appears feasible to
accomplish this augmentatio~ is the Omega wInd sonde system currently beIng
developed in the USA; they could be deployed by· a fleet of carrier bal loons or
equally wel I from ships. Possibly, some combInation of the two deployment
schemes may be feasible; their only basic technical difference is the means
of deployIng the omegasonde.

JOG strongly endorses the efforts underway to develop the omegasonde
technology and the.carrier-balloon deployment system to provide an alternate
deployment scheme to a fleet of ship stations.
Southern HemisQhere Reference Level Station
The numerical experiments Indicate that some kind of a reference level
is needed. The actual magnitude of the effort required to provide an adequate
reference level Is recommended to be studied by a series of numerical experiments.

JOG strongly endorses the continuing technical development efforts to
provide a constant-level baUoon reference system~ as weU as surface
measurements by means of buoys.
5.4

A Feasible Data System for the FGGE

Dr. M. Tepper, Chairman of the JOC Study Group dn the FGGE Data System,
reported on the meeting held In Norfolk, VlrglAia, from 23 to 27 August 1971 •.
(The ful I report Is given In Ari"ex E). The Study Group concluded that a feasible
data system for the FGGE coul.d be based on the WWW Global TeA.,ecommunlcatlon
System (GTS) and the Global Data Processing System <GDPS), In particular the three
World Meteorological Centres (WMCs). The basic assumption was that many of the
data needed for FGGE will flow on the GTS.
.

JOG accepted and endorsed the general framework of the proposed data
system for the FGGE~ and also endorsed the quasi-real-time availability of
comprehensive sets of lPOrld wide observations of the ~ent sGate of the
atmosphere~ based on the following considerations:
(iJ

It appears feasible to process and distribute via the GTS the basic
data for FGGE in real-time plus short delay;

/liJ These data~ especially those meeting operational
of great value to MMCs;

schedules~

will be

(iiiJ The preponderant amount of data will probably flow to the w.MCs within
a cut-off time of H + lO hours;
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(iv) A pe-anaZysis of the gZobaZ fieZds at the r~cs on the basis of an
H + 0( (whepe 0( is ppobabZy Zapgep than LO houps but shoptep than,
say, 24J data cut-off is commensupate with the fundamentaL goaL of
the FGGE, nameZy numePicaL ppediction expepiments on a time scaLe
of one week op Longe~;such a deLayed arid. mope complete anaLysis
may ppovide the basis fop a bettep Long-tePm ppediction at the cost
of a deLay that is smaLL compaped with the dupation of the fopecast;
(v)

Some peseaPch groups. ape op wiLL be in a position to make appangements
to pepfoPm prediction expepiments fop some shopt pepiods of the FGGE
on a peaL time basis, (that is, using the H+ 0( gLobaL anaLysesl•

.evi) In view of this and of the fact that the FGGE is mope than just a data
coLLection effopt, it is feLt that ppovision of gLobaL data fieLds on
the quasi-peaL-time basis of H +~ wiLL serve to heLp fuLfiL the goaL
of the FGGEas a scientific expepiment.
ConsequentLy, JOC recommends to aLL data ppovideps fop the FGGE that
in so fap as possibLe, data extpaction ppocedupes be capPied out in time to
meet opert!l.tionaL scheduLes.
JOC pecommends to the MMO that coLLection of FGGE data and its distpibution via the GTS, pPeparation of H +0( anaLyses at the MMCs, and distribution
of these anaLyses via the GTS be made opepationaL Pequipements on the GTS and
the GDPS fop the FGGE.
These recommendations are made not only from the viewpoint of serving
the research requirements of. GARP, but also from the viewpoint that f~~ FGGE
Is, In part, an experiment designed to prepare the way for global operational.
long-range forecasts.
In addition to these general considerations, JOG discussed several
specifIc questions raised by the Data System Study Group:
(I)

(.j

The question of the optImum use of satel!ite sounder data In models
and the possibilIty of systematic bias arising from the way cloud
systems are organized around disturbances were referred to the
Working Group on Numerical Experimentation for further study.

I) The StUdy Group recommended that sea surface temperatures dart ved from
sZltel lite radiometric observations be provided in the form of maps
of runnIng three day means. JOG concluded that this would be satisfactory for the model studies.

(Ill) JOG agreed with the Study Group that more work needs to be done on
perfecting data extraction schemes for getting winds of required
accuracy from cloud pictures from geostationary satel lItes. It was
learned that US groups would meet soon to compare their techniques
and results. It was suggested that after this exchange, the discussions
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be broadened to include groups from Japan and Europe. Other groups
might also be able to contribute. JOC delegated to JPS the task of
keeping Informed In thIs area and suggestIng further action at art
appropriate time.
(Iv) Tile FGGE data plan discussed by the Study Group presupposes that the
GTS wil I be able to accommodate the FGGE traffic, and that non-routine
observations from special observing systems can be coded for transmission
on the GTS.
The JOC took note of the other recommendations of the Study Group.
5.5

Role of Sub-programmes or Related Programmes during

F~GE

. Several GARP sub-programmes and related programmes are being planned
or are under discussion that appear to offer considerable advantages for conduct.
during the FGGE period, especIally those that wll I make It possible to bring
into operation additional observational resources in otherwise data sparse areas.
The study of the arctic heat budget (POLEX, proposed by the USSR) and the
study of the large-scale features of the monsoonal circulation in the Arabian Sea
(proposed by IndIa) are examples of such efforts; other appropriate programmes
may be proposed as the planning for the FGGE progresses.
The AMTEX programme (proposed and being prepared by Japan) may well
serve as a basIs for organizing a sequel experiment during FGGE aimed at understanding the modification In deep layers of the atmosphere arising from different
condItions of the underlying surface.
The USSR POLEX proposal mentions the possibility of arranging a similar
regional experiment in the Atlantic. JOC favoW's this suggestion for tlJJo reasons:
(iJ

The Antarctic is quite different ctimaticaUy and dynamicaUy from the
Arctic, and
.

.(iiJ ehhancement ofllOt'Ci,,#i...,·['there during FGGE 7J1ou'ld he'lp .nsW'e a supp'ly
of much needed observations in this remote region.
These regional programmes may prOVide opportunity for Interested
countries to make bilateral or multi lateral arrangements to broaden the
participation In the Individual experiments, In keeping with the Internatl.onal
nature ofGARP. Finally, the conduct of approp'rlate regional programmes
.durlng FGGE wl I I Increase opportunities for many countries to make valuable and
direct contributions to GARP.
5.6

FGGE Time Schedule

A number of Important observational systems wll I be Introduced in the
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period 1972-1974; several GARP related programmes wll I be conducted. There
wll I be a gradual build-up of many of the satel lite systems needed for FGGE,
as wel I as extensive tests of certain special sub-systems, such os the
constant-level bal loon reference-level system, and a carrier bar loon omegadropsonde system. Tests of these two systems may occur In the GATE period and thus
add to that pr-ogramme.
Some aspects of the FGGE might be tested In the period 1972-1975,
when sate I lites nearly meeting FGGE requirements wll I be In operation. The
US GARP Committee has discussed, In this connexlon, a Data Systems Test designed
to acquire data from sate I lite systems In as close to real time as possible
and supply them to user groups who would e~perlment with assimilating these
data In their circulation models. Planning for this activity Is cunrently under
way at the Goddard Space Flight Center of NASA. Dr. Tepper was requested to
supply.further information on this activity to the JOG at the next meeting.

JOC reiterates its belief that the FGGE should start some time inl976.
This appears to be the peak pe~od of aativity in this decade that would afford
the maximum concentration of observational opportunities.

In May 1972 an FGGE elannlng Conference will be arranged.
of this conference Is to present to the countries concerned:
(I)

The purpose

the current data re~ulrements for FGGE, which are based on the experience
In research of the general circulation and long-range forecasting, .
and specific numerical experiments;

(11) an observing system to meet these requirements. The observing system
would comprise operational components (WWW-GOS) plus additional
pnogrammes Implemented during the FGGE period. The latter would
Include special efforts by several countries some of which are already
making relevant plans or conducting development efforts as part of
their national programmes;
(1Ii) a data system for the FGGE, to process the data into the form needed for
prediction experiments In models and to transmit such data to the
various operational and research groups. The data system would be
based on operational activities but would also Include some special efforts.
JOG plans to prepare documentation along the above lines, and wJ I I ~Iso
suggest a plan of action designed to produce the observing and data systems needed.

JOC believes that the following actions would be the desirable goals
of the Planning Conference:
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(iJ

acceptance of the basio concept of the FGGE: its objectives 3 generaL
plan of action and soheduLe commen6ing in 1976 preceded by a gradual
build-up of activities;

(iiJ statements of provisional commitments mainLy regarding the components
of the observing and data system;
.
(iiiJ estabLishment of ~echanisms by which a detaiLed operationaL pLqn for
the FGGE can be deveLoped"
5.7

Management Considerations

The FGGE as proposed by JOC wou I·d cons Ist Iarge Iy of nat Iona I efforts
that wit I have their own Internal plannlng,implementatlon and management
mechanisms.
However, In addition to these national efforts there Is a need for
International cooperation of the planning for many technical as wel I as operational
and scheduling aspects.
The components of the FGGE that appear to need a central focus for
the coordination of plans can for convenience be classified Into three groups:
(a)

the conventional non-satellite observing, data processing and
telecommunication systems; these are normally accessible through WMO;

(b)

satel lite and sate I lite related systems, not. all of which are
directly accessible through WMO or even single national channels;
COSPAR Is one possible channel to these groups

(c)

the user groups, both research and ~peratlonal; channels exist to these
groups via JOC/ICSU and WMO respectively.
There Is also a need for coordination of the activities of thesethree. groups.

JOC suggests that an augmented JPS, working in cLose conjunctio" with
w.M03 oan accomplish this task.
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6.
6.1

THE AIR-SURFACE INTERACTION SUB-PROGRAMME

The Japanese Air-Mass Transformation Experiment

6.1.1.
The JOC discussed the ~oposal on the Air-Mass Transformation
Experiment (AMTEX) as a GARP sub-programme presented by the Japanese National
Committee for GARP. Because of hazardous weather conditions during intensive
air-mass transformation
in winter over the Sea of Japan (strong wind and low
temperature), the Japanese National Committee proposed the observational experiment
be conducted in the South-West Islands of Japan. It was also proposed that the
experiment be carried out in two steps, i.e. a prel iminary study planned for
1973 and the main experiment in January-March of 1974 and 1975. The basic
objective of AMTEX is to study the transfer processes of energy and momentum which
are fir~t supplied from the sea surface to the air and transported to the free
atmosphere through the planetary boundary layer in various forms in the area
where the intensive air-mass transformation takes place.
The JOC was Informed that a Study Conference on Air-Sea Interaction has
been arranged In Tokyo in November 1971 with the intention to determine more
precisely the scientific objectives and stimulate international cooperation in
this ob$srvational project.
6.~.2
The JOC suppo~ted the a~~angements made by the Japanese Nationa~
Committee fo~ GARP and asked P~of. R. Stewa~t to P~OVide3 on beha~f of the JOC,
some guidanae with ~ega~d to the ~ine of thinking on the subjeat.

The Committee emphasiaed that p~mary interestfo~ GARP within the ai~
inte~aation sub-p~og~amme ~ies with the air-mass t~ansfo~ation study as
origina~~y stated at the Study Confe~enae on GARP (~967) and aonfir.med ~ate~
by JOc-rv. Its main goa~ is to imp~ove the physiaa~ unde~standing of the
p~oaesses whiah p~ovide heat and momentum ene~gy from the su~faae fo~ the ~a~ge
saa~e ai~au~ation when an intensive air-mass t~ansfo~ation due to changing
aonditions of the unde~~ying su~faae takes p~aae.
sea

The Committee ag~eedthat en~a~gement of the fina~ stage of the obse~vatio
na~ p~og~amme up to ~976 might benefit both AMTEX and the FGGE since additiona~
observations oVe~ the a~ea aonaerned aou~d be obtained f~om the Global Observing
System.
The Committee ~eaommended that a~~angements fo~ a meeting of the Study
Ai~-Mass T~ansfo~ation be aonside~ed afte~the symposium in Tokyo.

G~oup

on

6.2

Study in the Arabian Sea during the Southwest Monsoon Season

6.2. I
The JOC discussed the proposal presented by Dr.P.R. Pisharoty
with regard to the design of an observational study of air-mass transformat1on
in the Arabian Sea during the southwest monsoon season (June-September).
Avai lable data on the monsoon circulation suggests the existence of different
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monsoon regimes in the area separated by the meridian 680 E. It is supposed that
this results from different factors which bring about a transformation of the
,air mass as it crosses the Arabian Sea. The main features of this transformation
are cooling off the coast of Somalia, then subsequent warming as the air
approaches India east of 680 E and a rapid increase in the molsturecontent of the air on
its way to the Indian coast I ine. Moreover, narrow zones of hot and cold water
exist In the east Arabian Sea which tend to set·up local oceanic circulations
of smal I horizontal extent. Their role in the development and maintenance of the
monsoon circulation Is not quite clear.
6.2.2
The Committee noted that because of the variety of observed meteorological regimes in the Arabian Sea the observational programme appears to be more
complex there than for the GATE.
It wes pointed out that satel lite observations of the clouds, zone of
precipitation, temperature profl le and sea surface temperature are planned during
the FGGE in the tropics and this may substantially contribute to the implementation
of the Monsoon Programme. On the other hand, this programme itself may provide
additional observations, In particular, direct wind observations In the tropics
which are of great Importance for the Global Experiment.

In the light of this evidenae the Committee suggested that the Mon800n
Expel'iment 8hould be aarried out aonaUT'rently with the FGGE.
The Committee enaouraged India to de8ign the Mon800n Experiment in the
Arabian Sea along the 8ugge8ted lines and urged the countries around the Indian
Oaean to aombine their efforts for parotiaipation in thi8 programme.
6.3

Other Air-Surface Interaction Studies

6.3.1
It was noted that In addition to the experiments proposed within the
GARP air-surface interaction sub-programme as discussed above a number of national
experiments are planned to be carried out.
The JOG was informed that a project to study the interaction of
atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers with larger scale motions of the sea and
t~e atmosphere was proposed by the Royal Meteorological Society as a UK contribution
to GARP. It w·i I I i nvo Ive the Intens i ve study of atmospher Ic and ocean Ic boundary
layers over an area In the North Atlantic. Ships, buoys, bal loons and aircraft
are to be used to observe the structure of these layers and their interactions
with the larger scale synoptic features. I t was indicated that this study Is also
concerned with the testing of Instruments as a preparation to the GATE.
The Unites States and Canada are Jointly planning the International
Field Year on the Great Lakes, to take place in the Lake Ontario area in 19721973. The intention Is to stUdy local air mass transformations. A rather dense
network of observations Is planned both over the lake and on surrounding land areas.
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The JOC st~essed the impo~tance of these studies for a bette~
of the bounda~y Laye~ of the atmosphe~e and the view was exp~essed
that the Committee shouLd contact the NationaL Committees on GARP and find
-out what ~eLation o~ implications these p~ogramme8 may have on the GARP
6.3.2

unde~standing

ai~-8u~face

inte~action

sub-p~og~amme.
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7.
7.1

THE RADIATION SUB-PROGRAMME

The Radlometetsonde IntercomparlsonProgramme

7.1.1
The JOG examined the report on the International Radiometersonde
Intercomparlson submitted by Prof. J. London (given In Annex F). The report
Includes the results of combined ascents of three ra.dlometersonde systems
carried out in May 1970 eboard an oceanographic vessel and summarizes the
discussions on these results which took place In a meeting in Tokyo, Japan
(March 1970),
7.1.2
The Committee agreed that such Intercomparisons are of interest
for GARP because they eveatual Iy provide a-better understanding of radiation
processes in the atmosphere.
It was pointed out that instruments used so far are designed for
synoptic measurements, .and therefore have to be economical and simple. There is
a need for a reference Instrument for accurate calibration and comparison of the
synoptic instruments. Such an instrument could also be used In special studies
such as to check radiation flux divergence calculations. For such special
studies, other observations need also to be made, e.g. aerosol content, accurate
water vapour profiles and cloud type and distribution.
It was IndIcated that during the last year we have achieved a much
better knowledge of the optical parameters of dust and haze. We now know more
about the complete refractive Index of the particle substance which Is decisive
for the absorptivity. We also know the size distribution of the particles.
Calculations are going on to Include this knowledge Into atmospheric radiation
models.

The Committee requested the relevant group in the Conference on
Parameterization that~ in addition to the other questions~ emphasis in its
discussions should also be given to these specific problems.
7.2

The Complex Atmospheric Energetics Experiment

7.2.1
The JOG was Informed that the first phase of the USSR Complex
Atmospheric Energetlcs Experiment (CAENEX) was completed and the second phase
I~ underway.
Taking Into account the Importance of this experiment for
Improv~ment of understanding and treatment of the radlatlve processes In the
models I the' Committee requested the scientists involved in the impZementation
of this programme to present the results of the experiment to the next JOC session.
7.3

Other

Ex~eriments

Prof. F. M61 ler reported to the Committee that a IJmlted radiation
experiment was recently carried out In the sUb-tropical zone of South-West
Africa by members of the Institute of Meteorology of Munich (FRG). The
experiment was aimed at determination of absorption of solar radiation by
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atmospheric aerosols. For that purpose the following measurements were made:
solar radiation in 10 spectral regions between the absorption bands of
.atmospheric gases, sky radiation in the same regions, the aureole of the sun
as an indicator of the integrated haze content, polarization of the sky
radlation and spectral reflection of the ground, and others. The evaluatIon
of the measurements is sti I I going on. Jt is planned to discuss the ~esults of
the expeVience at the JUGG Radiation Commission and the Committee asked the
Commission to keep the JOC informed about the p~oblem concerned.
7.4

Required Accuracy of Humidity Measurements

The JOC considered the report of COSPAR Working Group 6 on the accuracy
of measurement of humidity in the atmosphere needed for adequate calculation
of radiative divergence.
It was noted in the report that the measurement of humidity by satel lite
techniques at present is I imited to an accuracy of 30% in the troposphere. In so
far as numerical models are concerned, the numerical experiments demonstrated
that this accuracy may be acceptable because the models themselves may reconstruct
the humidity fields very quickly. Consequently, it was suggested that ~ 30 C
for dew point (or 30% for humidity) seems to be adequate for radiative divergence
calculation, and should be accepted as the humidity requIrement •.
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8.
_8.1

PROJECTS RELATED TO GARP

The Polar Experiment

8.1.1
Dr. W.L. Godson reported to the JOG-VI the recommendations with regard
to the USSR Polar Experiment (POLEX) taken by the IAMAP Commission on Polar Meteorology atits meeting in,August 1971 In Moscow.
The Polex is concerned primari Iy with the study of specific physical
processes of the polar region such as meridional energy transport in high latitudes
air-sea interaction in the presence of ice cover, structure of the boundary
layers, etc. and development of the approaches for Inclusion in the numerical
models.
The Commission on Polar Meteorology felt that this study may be considered
as a direct and substantial contribution to the objectives of GARP.
8.1.2
The Committee widely discussed the recommendations of the IAMAP
Commission. It was agreed that the proposed study wil I be an important contribution to the GARP objectives in so far as the problem o·f interaction between
atmosphere, sea and ice is concerned. The Committee expressed its strong
support of the experiment. Since the Polar Programme is planned for 1971-1976
with a preliminary study during the first three years the view was expressed
that fitting this experiment with the First GARP Global Experiment would provide
additional information over data sparse areas of the Arctic and would therefore
be beneficial for both observational studies.

- The Committee supported the idea that efforts be undertaken to fit the
final stage of the Polar Experiment with PGGE in 1976.
The Committee invited the IAMAP Commission on Polar Meteorology to
proceed with the existing mechanism~ that is the IAMAP Commission on Polar
Meteorology~ which is asked to designate a liaison members who would prepare
a progress report and keep JOC informed on the subject.
8.2

Clear Air-Turbulence in the Atmosphere

Prof. R.W. Stewart reported to the JOC on some studies related to clear
air turbulence. The Committee was informed that D.K. Lil Iy of NCAR (USA) is
attempting to organize an experiment for the winter of 1972-1973 over the US
Rocky Mountains to produce direct Information on momentum fluxes associated with
orographically induced waves.

The Committee stressed that the problem is of great importance for
GARP and expressed its support to those groups of scientists interested in
studying this particular phenomenon. The Committee asked Prof. Stewart to
keep JOC fully informed on how the study of this problem is progressing.
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9.

THE REPORT OF THE STUDY OF MANtS IMPACT ON CLIMATE (SMIC)

During a three week pertod In the SUJM1er 1971, thirty scientists
representing a bro~d spectrum of specialities In atmospheric science participated
in the Study of Man's Impact on Climate (SMIC). The main objectives of the
Study were to review the 1970 Study of Critical Environment Problems (SCEP);
to point to glo·~1 environment problems that were Inadequately studied or
overlooked and to obtain a more complete assessment of the present knowledge.
The following major areas were considered by SMIC: previous climate
changes, m~n's activities Influencing climate, theory and models of climate
change, cl imatlc effects of man-made surface change and modIfication of the
atmosphere.
The JOG has agreed to review and comment on the SMIC report for
the Secretary-General, Mr. M.F. Strong, of the 1972 UN Conference on the Human
Environment.
In view of the fact that the report was not available untl I shortly
before the sixth session of JOG It was not posslble for the Committee to make
more than certain general comments.
It was thepefope deaided to establish a small
gpoup~ aonsisting of ppofessops" Bolin~ M8llep~ SmagoPinsky and StewaPt~ to
ppesent the JOC viewpoints on this mattep.
It was generally agreed by the Committee that the report represented an
extremely valuable summary of the present knowledge in this field. It was
enphasized that the possibilities to predict cllmatlc changes are critically
dependent on our ability to further develop the atmospheric circulation ~odels
and that experiments need to be performed which Improve our understanding of .
the processes wt:ich are of importance for longer term changes (such as the
effect of the increase of the CO 2 and particle contents in the atmosphere, long
term ocean-atmosphere interactions, etc.).
Dr. Tepper reported that COSPAR Working Group 6 is planning to have a
special meeting on the contribution of remote sensing to environmental ·problems.
JOC exppessed an intepest in this meeting and pequested that Dp. Teppep infoPm3
JOC at its next session on the outaome of this meeting.

The Committee thus aonaluded that the GARP is dipeatly aonaePned with
ppoblems whiah need to be solved in opdep to obtain a bettep knowledge of
Man's Impaat on Climate.
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10.
10.1

ORGANIZATI·ON OF FUTURE WORK

Future Meetinss and Planning Activities

10.1.1
The decisions of the Committee regarding future meetings and planning
activities were taken In the light of the present stage of development of various
GARP sub-programmes and experiments, as summarized in the following table:

Phase A

GARP Experiments

Phase B

Phase C

Phase 0

almost
finished

In
progress

1974

j

I!

i

GATE

finished

FGGE

finished

to be
f Ina 1I sed
1971

to be
decided
1972

1976

Radiation experiment
CAHIEX

finished

finished

In
progress

19711974

AIr-Surface Interaction AMTEX

almost
finished

In
progress

begun

almost
finished

In
progress

begun

19741976

in
progress

begun

to be
decided
1972

1976

;

Ii

I
I

!

I
I

I Polar Experiment
I POLEX
!

1Monsoon

Experiment

,

!

,

!

I

,I

19741975
( 1976)

i

Phase A

Sc lent i f Ic requ I rements

Phase

Planning of the observational programme

B

Phase C

Planning of the implementation

Phase 0

Implementation

Phase E

Research and evaluation

10.1.2
It was agveed that a meeting of the Wovking GVoup on Numericat
Experimentation ought to be hetd in con,iunction with the Study Group Conference
on the ParametePization of Sub-grid Scate Pvocesses (Leningvad~ 20-27 Mavch t972).
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10.1.3
The Committee decided that a meeting of the Study Gpoup on Ai~-Su~face
-Intepaction should be convened eaply in 1972. T~is G~oup was asked to include
the question of ai~ass t~ansfo~ation in its fut~e activities.
The meeting
should result in the preparation of a report which would include some ideas on
the possible way of parameterlzation of the boundary layer in the numerical models
as wel I as on requirements for the design of observational experiments which would
be aimed at the solution of this vital boundary layer problem.
10.1.4

It was decided to conVene a meeting of JOC 0fficeps eaply in

Janua~y 1972~

the main task being to peview the main JOC pepopts to the FGGE
Planning Confepence.
10.1.5
It was agreed in principle to accept an Invitation to JOC to hold
its seventh session in Munich. The final decision would depend on the
avai labi lity of the faci Ilties In Munich at a convenient data in June 1972.
In taking this decision, the Committee reaffirmed its view that the effectiveness
of its work depended to some extent on arranging meetings of JOC in different places;
this enables the members of JOC to learn more about the activities of groups in
different parts of the world and also provides a stimulus to these local groups.
The Committee noted with appreciation that the faci I Ities of the WMO
Secretariat were available for future meetings and agreed to keep Geneva in
consideration for future meetings.
10.2

Joint Planning Staff

10.2.1
The Committee noted that the present contract of Dr. V.P. Meleshko
would expire on 31 December 1971. In view of the excel lent services provided·by
Dr. Meleshko and of the continued need for a scientific officer On the JPS,
it Was decided to ~ecommend that D~. Meleshko be invited to accept an extension of
his contpact fop a f~the~ two yeaps.
10.2.2
The Committee confirmed its earl ier proposal that the senior secretary
post in JPS should be upgraded to that of an administrative assistant. The
Sec~eta~y-Gerie~al of WMO was ~equested to make the necessa~y administpative a~~ange
ments as soon as possible.
10.2.3
The Di~ecto~ of JPS was authonsed to suppo~t the se~vices of a
consultant to assist in the fu~thep planning of the FGGE~ in pa~ticula~ with
~egapd to the planning of the data system fo~ the FGGE.

10.3

GARP Publ ications

10.3.1
The Committee noted with appreciation that the following reports had
been publ ished since its previous session:
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(a)

The Global Atmospheric Research Programme, A co-operative effort to
explore the weather and climate of our planet.
By Prof. B. Bol in (An ICSU/WMO) publ ication

(b)

GARP Programme 6n Numerical Experimentation
By Prof. R.V. Garcla (GPS No. 7)

10.3;2

The following decisions were taken regarding future GARP Publ ications:

(a)

The First GARP Global Experiment. This report should be issued as a document
for the FGGE Planning Conference, after which it should be publisbed
in the GARP Publications Series incorporating any modifications made
necessary by the Conference decisions.

(b)

Description of NUmerical Methods in Atmospheric Models. The draft by
Prof. H. Kreiss should be ready by the end of 1971, when it should be
reviewed by Messrs. Bolin, Bugaev, Ogura, Robert and Smagorinsky.

(c)

The Basic Data Set Project. The text by Mr. T. Thompson should be
published as soon as possible. There is no need for it to be reviwed
by JOC.

(d)

Radiometersonde Intercomparison Programme. The Committee expressed the
view that the results of these comparisons would be of great value and
the full report should be published as soon as possible. Rather than
starting a new series of GARP Technical report, it was decided to
request the Director of JPS to explore the possibility of having this
report published as a MMO Technical Note.

(e)

The GARP Air-Surface Interaction Programme. The Committee agreed that
there is a need for a consolidated presentation of the GARP Air-Surface
Interaction Sub-programme. The preparation of a report should
be considered by the Study Group on this subject (c.f. section 9.l.3)

(f)

A report on Boundary Layer Problems in GARP"is now in preparation by
Professor S. Zilltinkevich. It was realised that Prof. Zllltinkevlch would
have an opportunity to discuss his draft with the experts attending the
Study Group Conference In Leningrad. It would therefore probably not be
necessary for him to make any prior visits to. research groups, as had been
enVisaged originally.
Atmospheric General Circulation Models. The Committee discussed a proposal
to prepare a GARP Publication on atmospheric general circulation models.
It was decided to leave this matter in the hands of the Working Group
on Numerical Experimentation; it was hoped that the publication would
be ready in August 1972.
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10.4

GARP Imptementation Fund

The JOC notes the budget for 1972 as already approved by the
Executive Committees of WMO and ICSU. The Committee noted that only one session
of JOC would proba~ly be held in 1972 and it recommends that any funds remaining
under this item should be avai lable for consultants and study groups.
The activities of consultants and study groups are one of the most
important ways in which GARP plans are developed, but a certain degree of
flexibility is possible. Should the ful I planned contribution to the budget
from ICSU not be forthcoming, any reduction of the budget would need to be
met, however regrettably, by a reduction of expenditure under this heading.
The Committee viewed with serious concern the suggestion from ICSU
that there might be difficulty in maintaining the budget for 1973 at its present
level. It u~ged that, as the GARP p~og~amme continues to develop, the suppo~t
p~ovided by the GARP Implementation Fund should be maintained at least at its
p~esent leveZ.
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I.

The following members were present:
Prof. B. Bol in (Chairman)
Acad. V.A. Bugaev (Officer)
Prof. F. Moller
Prof. P. tvlore I
Dr. P.R. Pisharoty
Mr. J.S. Sawyer
Prof. J. Smagorinsky (Officer)
Prof. R.W. Stewart (Vice-Chairman)
Prof. V.E. Suomi

11.

The following observers attended the session:
From WMO:
From ICSU:

Prof. E.M. Dobryshman
Dr. A.H. Glaser
Dr. W.L. Godson

Invited experts:
Dr. A. Robert
Dr. F. Shuman
Dr. IvI. Tepper
Dr. J. Kuettner
Prof. N. LaSeur
Dr. N. Rider
Dr. I. Si tn i kov
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

R.
T.
D.
M.

(Item
( Item
( Item
( Item

4)
4)
4)

4)

Jastrow
(Item 5)
Gordon
(Item 5
Wi I I iamsson (Item 5)
Halem
(Item 5)

I I I.
Prof. B.R. Doos, Director of the Joint Planning Staff (JPS) acted as
Secretary for the session. Mr. O.M. Ashford, I iaison officer between the WMO
Secretariat and the JPS, served as Joint Secretary.
Dr. V.P. Meleshko, Scientific Officer of the JPS, and Mr. S. Ruttenberg,
Consultant of the JPS, were also present.
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3.1
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4.
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4.1
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Review of Planning Activities since JOC-V
Report from the Interim Scientific and Management Group (ISMG)

5.

THE FIRST GARP GLOBAL. EXPERIMENT (FGGE)

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Report from the JOC Study Group Meeting on the Data System for the FGGE
Conference of the Countries interested in participating in the FGGE
Documentation for the Conference of the Countries
5.3.1 The Recommended Observing System for the FGGE
5.3.2 The Data Requirements for the Experiment
Organization and Management of the First GARP Global Experiment
Prel iminary Timetable for the Planning of the FGGE

6.

THE AIR-SURFACE INTERACTION SUB-PROGRAMME

6. I
6.2

The Japanese Air-Mass TFansformation Experiment
Studies In the Arabian Sea during the Southwest Monsoon Season

7.

JHE RADIATION SUB-PROGRAMME

7. I
7.2

Radiometersonde Intercomparison Programme
Required Accuracy of Humidity Measurements

8.
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8.1
8.2

Polar Experiment
Energy Dissipation in the Atmosphere
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10.
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10.4 GARP Implementation Fund
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THE PRESENT STATUS WITH REGARD TO THE
PARTICIPATION IN THE GARP NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTATION PROGRAMME
SUBJECT t;

I.

four-DImensIonal Data AssimIlatIon

- Development of methods for making use of non-synoptic observatIons
- InitIalization methods
Associate Research Centres
I. Geophysical Fluid DynamIcs Laboratory (GFDL>, Princeton, USA
Computers; IBM 360/91 and UNIYACII08
GFDL also carrying out or planning research etc. directly or indirectly in
other 5 subjects of programme. Wi I I accept 4 guest scientists and provide
working space, computer time and assistants. During 1971-73 would budget
for travel and salary of I or 2 visiting fel lows.
2. Laboratoire de Meteorologle Dynamique, CNRS, France
Computers; CDC 6600 and IBM 360/65
Can accommodate up to 3 visiting scientists or 1-2 graduate students needing
supervision. Can provide working space, computer space, programming support
but no assistance to individual scientists.
3. World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR
Computers ; YESNA and M.222
Operates as a research centre on the subject.
the other five subjects of the Plan.

I I.

Participates in the work in

Members of the Research Coordination and Planning Group
K.
L.
L.
Y.
O.

Miyakoda
Bengtsson
Gand i n
Sasak i
Talagrand

USA
Sweden
USSR
USA
France

Chairman

I I I. Act i v i ties
A meeting was held in Princeton, 23-24 Apri I 1971. The report of this
meeting (avai lable on request from the JPS) includes a review of the
Princeton Symposium on Four-dimensional Data Asslmi lation, a summary of
the present status in this field and a proposal of a timetable for the
research and development of four-dimensional assimilation for the FGGE.
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SUBJECT 2:

Observing System Simulation

- Design of optimum observing system using different
observational components (radiosondes, satel lites,
superpressure bal loons, etc.)
I.

Associate Research Centres
I. University of California, Department of Meteorology, Los Angeles, USA
Computer: IBM 360/91
Interested in al I aspects of numerical model I ing of the atmosphere and
the ocean, especially in mathematical and physical design of the models
and the use of these models for studies of the general circulation
of the atmosphere and oceans for long-range weather prediction.
Wi I I accept 2 or 3 guest scientists and provide working sp~ce, computer
tima and assistance, but not travel or salary.
2•. Institute for Space Studies (NASA), New York, USA
Computer: IBM 360/91
Wi I I accept 3 visiting scientists (Ph.D. level) and provide computer
time, programming, working space and secretarial assistance. Possibility
of funds for travel and salaries through research appointments by
National Academy of Science, though these are limited.
3. National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado 80302, USA
Computers: CDC 7600 and CDC 6600
NCAR has accepted primary responsibility as an ARC for subjects 2 and
3 with interests also in other subjects. Can provide salary, working
space, computer time, programming assistance and travel funds for one
visiting GARP scientist and all but salary for another.
4. Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, USSR
Computers : BESM-6 and VESNA
Investigations in assessing the informative content of synoptic and
asynoptic observational systems and the formulation of requirements
for the network density and observational accuracy characteristics.
5. Deutscher Wetterdlenst, Offenbach, FRG
Computer~ CDC 3800
Cannot accept primary responsibl Ity for this field since it would block
research in other areas, but would be wi I I ing to accept visiting
.scientists (maximum 2 at a time) and approx. 50 hours computer time
per month. Cannot provide travel expenses, salary, etc.
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I I.

Members of the Research Coordination and Planning GrouQ.
R. Jastrow

M. Alaka
N. Arlzuml
R.V. Garcla
A. Kasahara
S. Mashkovlch
Y. Mlntz .
G. Relser
D. Sargeant
P. More I
Ill.

USA
USA
Japan
Uruguay
USA
USSR
USA
FRG
USA
France

Chairman

Activities
A meeting was held In Prlnceton, 23-24 Apri I 1971. A special meeting
with representatives from GFDL, GISS and NCARwas held 21 October 1971 In
connexion with the JOC-VI.
This sub-group has devoted considerable efforts to solve the problems
formulated by the JOC-V regarding the definitions of critical elements
of the global observing system.
The major question Investigated by these
wind ft.eld experiments obtained from the
system coupled with vertical temperature
determine the tropical wind field within
limits.

experiments Is whether incomplete
proposed geostatlonary satel lite
profiles are adequate to
the JOC specification of error

The question of reference level is also Investigated with regard to having
incomplete wind measurements in addition to the temperature measurements.
The report on these activities Is available on request from JPS.
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SUBJECT 3:

Spectrum of Predictability

- Time and space scale dependence
.. Dependence on atmospheric and hydrospherlc variables
.. S pectal problems In the tropics
I.

Associate Research Centres
I.

National Center for Atmospheric Research, (NCAR), Boulder, Colorado, USA
Computers: CDC 6600 and CDC 7600
NCAR has accepted primary responsibility as an ARC for subjects 2 and
3 with Interests also in al I other subjects. Can provide salary, working
space, computer time, programming assistance and travel funds for one
visiting GARP scientist and al I but salary for another.

2.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT>, Cambridge,
Computer:

M8SS.,~USA

MIT actively interested In al I SUbjects of the programme except subject
5, and wishes to participate in the programme. WI I1 accept qualified
foreign visitors, probably one a year. Working space avai lable, small
amounts of computer time (large amounts would require access to NASA,
NeAR or GFDL>, assistant help and programming assistance. Would attempt
to find travel and salaray support, if necessary, from resea~ch contracts.
3.

University of Oslo/Norwegian Meteorological Institute, Oslo, Norway
Computer: Facit EDB
Expects to have one scientist at disposal for project with guidance from
other staff. No possibi lity for travel or salary of visiting scientists
in 1971 but perhaps possible in 1972 and 1973. Office space, assistant
aid and computer time avai lable for-two or three visitors. Computer
capacity rather smal I but wi I I be considerably raised in 1972.

11.

Members of the Research Coordination and Planning Group
J. Charney
E. Epstein
R. Fj8rtoft
C. Leith
E. Lorez
M.I. Yudin

Ill.

USA
USA
Norway
USA
USA
USSR

Activities
No meetings have been held.

Chairman
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SUBJECT 4: Computational Considerations
~

Nested grid systems
- Spectral methods
- Global mapping
I.

Associate Research Centres
I. The Computing CSntreof the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
Novoslbirsk and the Regional Hydrometeorological Centre, Novosibirsk, USSR
Computer : BESM-6
Wi I I cooperate with other scientific centres which wl I I accept primary
responsibil ity in this subject.
2. Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo, Japan
Computers: HITAC and 5020F/20
Expect to have instal led a new powerful computer in 1973 unti I which time
the JMA unable to make any essential contribution.
3.

Atmo~pheric

Environment Service, Montreal, Canada

Computer: IBM 360/65
Can accept younger (35 and under) visiting scientists and provide stipend,
travel, working space, computing faci lities and technical, programming and
clerical assistance. Possibility of accepting senior scientists also but
each case more carefully examined on its merits.
4. Main Geophysical Observatory, Leningrad, USSR
Computers : BESM-6 and VESNA
Elaboration of economical finite-difference and spectral methods of solving
atmospheric dynamics equations.
5. Oceanology Institute of the USSR Science Academy, Moscow, USSR
Computer : BESM-6
Elaboration of difference computational schemes for numerical simulation of
large-scale and long-range processes in the atmosphere and the ocean.
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I 1• Members of the Research Coordination and Planning Group
•

A.
A.
G.
E.
K.

H.
G.

Y.
R.

Robert
Arakawa
Corby
Ell asen
Gambo
Krelss
Kurbatkln
Kurlhara
Sadourny

Canada
USA
UK
Denmark
Japan
Sweden
USSR
USA
France

Chairman

III . Activities

There has been no meeting up to now but two extensive ptogress reports
have been presented (no.1 dated 4 January 1971 and no.2 dated
2 July 1971). In the first report short descriptions are Included of
40 experiments covering the whole spectrum of problems related to this
subject. The second report contains summaries of recently completed
experiments.
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SUBJECT 5 : Real-time Processing for GARP Experiments
Design of overal I system for real-time analysts and
forecast during the GARP global and tropical experiments
I.

Associate Research Centres
I. World Meteorological Centre, Melbourne, Australia
Computer: IBM 360/65
No detal Is as yet as to the extent to which Melbourne can participate as
an ARC.
2. World Meteorological Centre, Washington, USA
Computer : COC 6600
Accepts responsibility as an ARC for this subject and wll I further examine
Its role as such after tasks are specifically defined and an estimate made
of the associated costs.
3. World Meteorological Centre, Moscow, USSR
Computers : VESNA and M 222
WMC Moscow Is prepared to participate In this work as an ARC and
Dr. S.L. Belousovls designated as the coordinator. WMC Moscow also
participates In the work on the other five subjects of the Plan.
4. Meteorological Office, Bracknel I, Berks, England
Computers: ATLAS and IBM 360/195
Accepts maximum of 2 fel lows at one time and can provide working space and
limited computer time but not salary,al lowances or travel support.

11 •. Members of the Research Coordination and Planning Group
B. Ba I in
S. Be lousov
J. Brown
F. Bushby
A. Kasahara
G. B. Tucker

Sweden
USSR
USA
UK
USA
Austra II a

Cha Irman

I t I. Activities
There has not yet been a meeting of this sub-group.
being prepared.

A progress report Is
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SUBJECT 6 : Dynamics of Tropical Motion Systems
- Investigation of the Internal structure of the cloud
clusters, the factors determining their shape, size
and lifetime
- Interaction between the various scales of motion In the
tropics
- Energy exchanges between both hemispheres and exchanges
between the tropics and hl!her latitudes
I.

Associate Research Centres
I. Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), Prlnceton, USA
Computers: IBM 360/91 and UN1VAC 1108
GFDL also carrying out or planning research etc. directly or Indirectly in
other 5 subjects of programme. Will accept 4 guest scientists and provide
working space, computer tIme and assistants. During 1971-73 would budget
for travel and salary of I or 2 visiting fel lows.
2. NatIonal Hurricane Research Laboratory, NOAA, Miami, USA
Computer
Accepts responsibility as an ARC for this subject but unable to advise on
exact contributoton until more details given of the problems involved. Will
accept foreign scientists but cannot provIde salary or travel support.
Some computer time and assIstance avaIlable but working space limited untl I
winter 1972 when a new buildIng ready.
3. Japan Meteorological Agency, the Meteorological Research InstItute and the
UnIversity of Tokyo, Japan
Computers : HITAC and 5020F/20
Agree to accept responsibility as an ARC but unable to make an ~ssentlal
contribution. JMA wl I I Instal a new powerful computer In 1973 after which
t Ime wI I I make greater contr Ibut Ion. Un Ivers Ity of Tokyo can a~!=ept I or 2
fer lows and provide working sp'ace and relatively small machine time.
4. Computing Centre of the SiberIan SectIon of the USSR ScIence Academy,
Novoslblrsk, USSR
Computer : BESM-6
Numerical simulation of meteorological processes in the equatorial region.
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I I.

Members of the Research Coordination and Planning Group
J. Smagorinsky
R.P. Pearce
P.R. Plsharoty
S. Rosenthal
V. Sadokov
J. Wallace
N. Yamasaki
M. Yanal

I I I.

USA
UK
India
USA
USSR
USA
Japan
USA

Chairman

Activities
In the first hand this sub-group paid attention to the problem of
deciding which global model should be used for real time experimentation
during the three or four months' period of GATE.
After correspondence, the chairman (Prof. J. Smagorlnsky) summarizes the
opinion of this sub-group:
"Most everyone agrees that the variations of model ling style demand that
more than one model should be used. However, I do not get the feeling
that as many as four would be practical. It Is clear that there are a
number of models now In development that are not wel I-known nor have
been tested thoroughly, but which may prove to be meaningful candidates.
With this in mind and since an Immediate decision is not necessary, some
felt that the choice could be delayed until approximately January 1973~
Meanwhile, comparative tests, with real data wherever possible, should be
encouraged to provide the basis for a choice. To this end the Global
Basic Data Sets for the months November 1969 and June 1970 wll I be of
key Importance.
"Not too much was said regarding the physical characteristics of the model
although quite obviously the convective and boundary layer parameterIzat"!ons wi I I be of utmost Importance since strong differences of opinion
exist. There seems to be Ilttie question that the average resolution
should be at least 250 kilometres.
"A number of our group made special mention of the very difficult problems
related to data reduction in connection with real time simulation.
Although this is not a primary resolution of our RCPG, It wi I I be
considered in another context, In particular by the Scientific Management
Group (SMG) of GATE and by RCPG No.5 (Real Time Processing for GARP
Experiments - Chairman, B. Bol in). This is a question that cannot be
delayed but which is already receiving attention. On the other hand, the
phase of data processing having to do with four-dimensional asslmi lation
must be considered concurrently with the choice of the model and, therefore, is within the dominion of our interest.
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"Some of the members of our group indicated the desirabi Ilty of dealing
with a higher resolution tropical sub-area which obviously would have tp
be treated In a nested fashion within the domain of the global model.
Nesttng technique Is not a completely settled mathematical question, but
is receiving ~ttention within this and other contexts. The Oslo meeting
of the JOC Working Group on Numerical ·Experimentatlon gave some consideration to the posslbi Ilty of two domains and we should pursue It further.
Attention would have to be given to whether the physical parameterlzatlons
in the tropical sub-area model must be compatible with those of the global
model in order to have a successful merge, particularly If there is to be
ful I interaction between the two domains.
"It should be made clear that the choice of the model will not necessarily
depend on which institutions are designated Associate Research Centres
(ARC) for our RCPG (NHRL, Miami, and JMA-Unlversity of Tokyo) nor on those
for RCPG No.5 (the three World Weather Centres and Bracknel I). Also, the
needs for a real time simUlation should not be confused with the more
Immediate needs for model ling experiments for planning, e.g., a number of
existing models are presently being used to estimate the impact on
predictability of alternative data systems.
"Th Is Is be:l:ng done at the request of JOC at the Goddard Instl tute for
Space Studies, NCAR, and GFDL and reports wl I I be forthcoming In October
for JOC-VI In Toronto. These may be followed by further. simulation
studies as needed in the detailed planning.
"A suggestion was made that one should consider the possibility of using
GATE data In non-real time experimentation, I.e., some time after the
experiment. It goes without saying that one of the prime objectives of
GATE Is to provide detal led data for research - an activity which need
.
not be planned by us at this time.
"In light of the proposals that models now in develo~ment may prove to be
useful for real time simulation, It seems reasonable to formal.ly notify
those groups of our interest. They may then wish to accelerate their
research and testing so that adequate consideration can be given to their
models."
This sub-group is now also exploring the possibility of a tropical subarea model of higher resolution which can be used In a nested fashion within the
global model.
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THE DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR

TH~

FGGE

The first estimates of the data requirements for the FGGE were establ ished
by the GARP Study Conference in Stockholm, 1967. In stating these requirements it
was clearly realised that they could only be considered as the "current best estimate"
and it was emphasized that numerical experiments must be carried out in order to
provide a rational basis for the design of a global observing system.
Following the Stockholm Conference the problem of specifying the data requirements has been considered in detai Iby the JOG and a variety of numerical experiments
have been carried out. As a result of this work It has been found necessary to
introduce certain modifications; however, as a whole It can be stated that the
foundations laid In Stockholm have stood wel I.
I.

Basic Principles

The basic phi losophy in stating the requirements for the FGGE Is based on the
following principles:
- The data provided by the observing system should be used for the
development of more realistic numerical models for the simulation
of the large-scale motion of the atmosphere and the design of an adequate
global observing system.
The data requirements should be treated as the minimum useful for those
regions of the globe where observations with better resolution and
higher accuracy are not avai lable.
- The stated minima are regarded as those necessary to be achieved over
currently sparse data regions if the FGGE is to be a worthwhl le undertaking with a good prospect of success. It is not impl ied that fai lure
to meet any of these requirements by a smal I margin would necessari Iy
imply fai lure of the FGGE, but merely that the probabl I ity of success
would be lowered if standards fel I short of those stated . .
- The specification refers to observational points (or stations) and not
to grid-point values in which the variables contain additional errors
resulting from appl ication of the four-dimensional interpolation
technique.
2.

Summary of the Accuracy and Resolution Regulrements
(Minimum requirements for data sparse areas)

The current status of data requirements that summarizes the recommendations
of the JOC and its Working Group on Numerical Experimentation is set forth below
separately for the mid/high latitudes and the tropics.
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i) Wind
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Vertical resolution

4 levels in troposphere
3 levels in stratosphere
+

Accuracy

3 m sec

-I

i i) Temperature
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Vertical resolution

4 levels in troposphere
3 levels in stratosphere

Accuracy

•

+

IOC

ii i ) Relative humidity

Horizontal resolution

:: 500 km

Vertical resolution

2 degrees of freedom in troposphere

Accuracy

+

30%

iv) Sea-surface temperature
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Accuracy
v) Pressure
Horizontal resolution
Accuracy

500 km

•• ~ 0.3%
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_ 2.2
i)

Wind
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Vertical resolution

4 levels in troposphere
3 levels in stratosphere

Accuracy

~ 2 m sec-I

i i) Temperature
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Vertical resolution

4 levels in troposphere
3 levels in stratosphere

Accuracy

~

,oC

iii) Relative humidity
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Vertical resolution

2 degrees of freedom in troposphere

Accuracy

~ 30%

Iv) Sea-surface temperature
Horizontal resolution

500 km

Accuracy

The frequency of observations should be two per day, if possible, but at
least one observation per day is required. For the sea-surface temperature threeday averages wi I I suffice.
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3.

Other Observations

It has been recognized that in addition to these requirements, certain
other measurements are necessary. Thus the set of other proposed measurements
include:
cloud cover on the light and dark sides of the earth, snow and Ice cover
In cloudless areas
- zones of precipitation and estimates of sol I moisture
_ reflected and scattered short-wave radiation; total emitted radlatlonj
albedo and radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system (not needed
globally nor on a real time basis).
.
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OUTLINE OF A FEASIBLE DATA SYSTEM FOR
THE FIRST GARP GLOBAL EXPERIMENT (FGGE)
(Submitted by M. Tapper, Chairman of the
JOC Study Group on the Data System for the FGGE)

sur1MARY

During the week of ".AJgust 23, the following people were assembled at
Norfolk, Virginia, in order to address the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE)
data problems:

M. Alaka

J. Nord16
H.K. Saylor
vi. L. Smith
M. Tepper (Chairman)
G.B. Tucker
G. Weiss

NOAA, Washington, U.S.A.
NCAR, Boulder, U.S.A.
National Meteorological Canter, Washington, U.S.A.
Hydrometeorological Center, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
Meteorological Office, Bracknel I, U.K.
Goddard Institute of Space Studies, New York, U.S.A.
NESS!NOAA, Washington, U.S.A.
Hydrometeorological Service, Moscow, U.S.S.R.
ISMG, Geneva Switzerland
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab!NOAA, Princeton, U.S.A.
Laboratoire de M~t~orologie Dynamique, Paris, France
Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo, Japan
Lab. for Atmospheric and Biological Sciences, NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, U.S.A.
Norwegian Meteorological Institute, Oslo, Norway
NOAA, National Weather Service, Suitland, U.S.A.
NESS!NOAA, Washington, U.S.A.
NASA, Washington, U.S.A.
Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, Austral ia
WHO Secretariat, Geriev~ Switzerland

B.R. D50s
S. Ruttenberg

JPS for GARP,
JPS for GARP,

D. Baumhefner
A. Bedient
I. Chetver i kov
G.A. Corby
14. Ha lem
L. Hubert
N. Klyukin
J. Kuettner
K. Hiyakoda
P. Morel (Co-Chairman)
T. Nitta
W. Nordberg

Genev~

Gonev~

Switzerland
Switzerland

In advance of the meeting, several participants were requested to prepare
background papers in each critical areQ of data production and data uti I ization,
to inform the other participants of the latest status in these areas, and to
provide the best current information for the JOC for use in preparing the
revised plan for the FGGE. The authors and titles of these papers are listed
in Section 6; copies of the papers arn avai lable from the JPS, Geneva.
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In the opening discussions, it was agreed that prior work (e.g. that
. of COSPAR Working Group 6) had indicated that a substantial number of observing
systems were to be available in the latter part of the 1970s whose observations
WQU Id sat isfy most, if not a I I, of the requ i rements set out for FGGE.
In
addition, by their very nature, these observing systems have associated with
them appropriate data acquisition systems and data reduction systems. A
discussion of these systems is given In sections I and 2.
.
On the other hand, the operational users and the modellers and
specifically those interested in the problems of the general circulation to
be addressed by FGGE have been studying the problems to be encountered In the
handling and analyses of data. Their requirements are summarized in section 3.
It was clear that what was lacking was a direct communication
between these two major efforts and an understanding of whether there was
compatibi I ity between the observation system efforts and the data uti I ization efforts.
This, then, was the objective of the work study on FGGE data systems,
i.e. to close the gap between the efforts of the two groups, that of the data
producers and the data users.
It was recognized that neither a final observing system had, as yet,
been agreed upon, nor a final and unique data uti I ization system. Nevertheless,
enough work had already been done in these areas to make some assumptions
regarding what their eventual configuration might be. The systems comprising
this possible configuration are given in section I. The group then undertook
the task of developing a possible data system that would carry the data from the
data producing systems to the data users.
It was anreed that this possible system would do no more than
establ ish feasibi Ilty. It would Indicate the general magnitude of the
problem and be a point of de£arture for the eventual development of a final
data system.
Similarly, the presence at the working group of representatives from
the three major world meteorological centres permitted the consideration of what
the data user requirements might be in the latter part of the 70's. These
are summarized in section 3.
It soon became evident that the data output from this sequence could
be considered at three different levels: (see Figure 3)
Level I. This is the raw observational data usually archived at the data
producer faci I ity. Its uti I ization would be on request and primari Iy for
research purposes. Thus, there would be no mass transfer of these data through
a data telecommunication system.
Level I I. These data would consist of the extracted meteorological elements
associated with the time and place where these observations were made.
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These data would be archived at the faci I ity where the extraction process took
place. Depending on the requirements of the users, some of these data would
be placed in the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) and thus would be
aval labie to al I users uti I iZing this system and specifically the three
world meteorological centres.
Level I I I. This data set would consist of the initial state parameters
associated with the time and space grid characterizing the models used at the
three world meteorological centres - ~1elbourne, Moscow and Washington. Since
it is the planned objective of the three centres to make Cl more complete analysis
uti I izing the data arriving during the 24 hour period following a specific
obeserving time, the initial state parameters referred to above would represent
this analysis made at H + 24 hours. These data, too, would be placed on the
GTS and made avai lable to al I users on that line.
The role of the world meteorological centres (WMCs) is thus a paramount
one in this data scheme. These centres receive the meteorological parameters
(Level I I) and convert them to initial state parameters characterized by their
mode I ( Leve I I I I) .
The Role of the Associated Research Centres (ARC)
The participation of ARCs in this scheme would depend on the nature
of the ARC, its proximity to a world meteorological centre, the avai labi I ity
of a GTS to the ARC, and in general the individual research aims and objectives
of the ARC. Thus, the ARCs might make arrangements with data producers to provide
them
Level I or Level I I data. Alternately, the ARCs might tap into the GTS
a~d receive
the meteorological parameters (Level I I) and develop their own
inItial state parameters characterized by their particular model, or finally
they might accept the initial state parameters (Level I I I) from the GTS directly
or through arrangements with the world meteorological centre and then proceed
with their own research.
In reviewing the volume of data flow associated with this scheme, the
working group found that the increment over the WW\Vndata volume demanded by the
satel I ite based system was of the order of 5-6 x 10 bits per day, a number which
is comgatible with the capacity of the Global Telecommunication System (about
2 x 10 ) bits per day).
In arriving at this scheme, the working group identified the
following problems which need to be clarified before the next iteration of this
planning activity:
I. The nature and amount of radiance data from satel I ite sounders that need
to he forwarded as Level I I information on the GTS must be reViewed with the
data users.
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2.
Initially, it is proposed to supply sea-surface temperatures in the form
,of maps of three-day averages, with a scale of 100-200 km. Is this satisfactory
to meet requirments ?
3.
A study is needed of the various schemes for the extraction of winds
from geostationary satel I ite picture data. In this regard, the working group
recommends to JOC that special ists in this area be convened as soon as feasible
in order to explore in depth the existing techniques and to arrive at an understanding of the optimum approach to this problem. Participation from the United
States, France and Japan would be necessary since they are the countries
that wil I provide the geostationarv satel lites.
4. A study is needed of the adequacy of the Global Telecommunication
System for carrying the Level I I data as wel I as the output of the H + 24 hr
analyses from the world meteorological centres. (These latter data are not
included in the 5-6 x In6 numher mentioned ahove;)
5.
The codes to be used in the GTS for special FGGE data should be reviewed
to ensure compatabi lity with the telecommunication formats of the GTS, and for
optimum efficiency within those formats; only required data of course s~ould
be transmitted via the GT5.
6.
Tha scheme discussed by the working group provides for the transmission
of cloud cover information to users, (e.g. Austral ia) by means of a geostationary
satel lite. The feaslbi lity of using a geostatlonary satellite for this purpose needs
to be reviewed.
7.
The working group felt that a management team for the FGGE should he
organized as soon as possible in order to continue the planning for this
experiment, and

8.
The working group wishes to point out that the three levels of data
discussed imply the establ ishment of three international archival levels that
should be readily available internationally to users. This further impl ies
the need to establ ish appropriate mechanisms for the expeditious handl ing of
data- requests at these many data arch Iv Ing centres.
-
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I.

THE FGGE OBSERVING SYSTEM

It Is not certain, at this time, exactly what wll I constitute the
FGGE Observing System which wi I I be brought IntQ being about five years from
now. However, for the purposes of the JOC Study Group on Data Systems, we
might safely assume that in order to meet the FGGE data requirements:
The observing system of the First GARP Global Experiment wil I consist
of elements of the proposed 1972-1975 Global Observing System of the World
Weather Watch, supplemented by special observing sub-systems to be established
specifically for the FGGE. These observing systems wl I I include the following:
1.1

Observing Systems Proposed for WWW (1972-1975)
I•I•I
(a)

Regional basic synoptic networks, providing surface and upper-air
(radiosonde, rawinsonde and pi lot-bal loon) observations at specified
synoptia times.

(b)

Fixed ocean stations (same as paragraph (a) above).

Cc)

Moving (commercial) ships, providing surface and I imited upper-air
(radiosonde, rawlnsonde and pi lot-bal loon) observations at specified
synoptic times.

(d)

Aircraft, providing aperiodic, non-synoptic
upper-air data.

(e)

Radar, providing location of storm systems.

~

situ observations of'

I • I .2
(a)

Two independent polar orbitio9-satel I ite sy~ to be provided by
U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. Each sate I I ite system wi I I provide global
coverage and del iver the following observations:

th~

- cloud cover images in both visible and infra-red
(snow and ice cover in cloud-free regions)
- spectral radiance of the upwel ling lnfra-red from which estimates
of the vertical temperature profi le (and to some extent, the moisture
content) of the atmosphere can be inferred.
- sea surface temperatures,and possibly temperature gradients
- various total radiation measurements
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The polar orbiting meteorological satel lites wil I thus provide
homogeneous temperature field estimates (obtained with a single
instrument) on a worldwide basis. For the US system, these data wil I
not, however, be synoptic observations but shal I be distributed over
at least a 12-hour period as the satel lite overfl ies any particular
region at constant local time (sun synchronous orbit). The uti lizatlon
of these temperature data for determining the atmospheric mass
distribution wil I thus involve four dimensional (time and space)
analysis. The USSR operational system "Meteor" wi II provide
observations close to synoptic hours.
(b)

A geostationary satel lite system consisting of 4 geostationary
spacecraft* distributed around the equator and providing continuous,
high horizontal resolution survel I lance of the cloud cover over the
0
0
0
tropical zone: 30 N to 30 S at least, up to 50 N and South near the .
satel lite subpolnt longitude. An estimate of the wind field (with
approximately two-level vertical resolution) Can be derived from tha
displacement of smal I cloud groups from picture sequences consisting
of Images obtained at 30 minutes intervals.
These geostatlonary satel lites wl I I be equipped with an infra-red
(10-12 microns) as wel I as a visible scanning radiometer allowing
observation during both day and night and determinations of the
surface temperature when viewing betweS;-clouds.
This sequential imaging technique provides good horizontal resolution
but only poor vertical resolution. In the lower troposphere, wind
estimates might be obtained about one vector per square of 200 km on
a side; in the upper troposphere, the observational density wi I I be
reduced by perhaps an order of magnitude.
Depending as it does upon the existence of suitable clouds, density
of data Is quite inhomogeneous, especially in the upper levels.

(c)

1.2

It is expected that some experimental US and USSR satel lites wi I I be
in operation during FGGE and wi I I provide various meteorological
observations (experimental sounders on polar orbiting satel lites
and possiblY one geostationary sate I I ite, Indications of soi I moisture
and precipitation areas, etc.).

Special Observing Sub-systems (to be establ ished expressly for FGGE)

1.2.1
A reference level system consisting of a large number (300-800) of
constant-level bal loons In the Southern Hemisphere general polar circulation,
i.e. south of 20-300 South. The bar loons are expected to fly at 200 mb approximately for extended periods (up to several months) and get dispersed essentially
* (Note: At this time, It is not clear how many of these geostationary satel lites
wi I I become regular features of the WWW beyond FGGE).
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at random. Data from the bal loon tgeopotentlal altitude above sea-level, pressure,
temperature) as wel I as precise m~surements of their successive Instantaneous
locations wi I I be recorded by at least one polar orbiting satel lite.
1.2.2
A tropical vertical wind sounding system based on either vertical
ascents from ships and other stations or dropsondes from a special purpose
stratospheric carrier-bal loon system. Wind profi les in either case wll I be
obtained by telemetertng the Omega navigational signals received by the ascending
or descendlng~sondes. This supplementary tropical sounding system wll I provide
good accuracy (: I m/s), vertical resolution that exceeds FGGE requirements (one
determination in each 100-mb layer), and acceptable horizontal resolution (of
the order of 500 to 1000 km between the soundings).
1.2.3 A supplementar~ automatic meteorological buoy system deployed
primarily in the latitude zone 40-500 5, where persistent cloudiness could
seriously impair the efficiency of temperature sensing from satel lites. These
instrumented buoys wil I obtain measurements of air and sea surface (possibly
also sub-surface) temperature and sea level pressure. They may be either
fixed (moored) or drifting buoys. Data from these platforms wi I I again be collected
by satel I ites (drifting bUOyS by a polar orbiting satel lite; moored buoys by
either geostationary or polar orbiting satel lites).
1.2.4
Possibl~ additional surface based observing sub-systems (such as
described under 1.1.1 above) in order to yield data where critical gaps exist
in the observing station distribution.
1.3

Conclusion

Such an FGGE· observing system cQuld provide an adequate determination
of the mass field of the atmosphere at extratropical latitudes (conventional
vertical soundings, temperature by remote sensing, reference surface, and 200-mb
data) and acceptable wind observations in the tropics (conventional soundings,
supplementary Omega sondes, geostatlonary satel I ite cloud-displacement ~bservations).
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2.
-2. I

DATA OUTPUT FROM OBSERVING SUB-SYSTEMS

Data from Polar OrbitIng Sate I I ite Sensors

(The discussion which fol lows Is given as illustrative, and in general
is patterned after the US sate I lite system, ITOS, except as noted).
Two modes of operation can be envisaged for data acquisition from
polar orbiting meteorological sate I lites: either real time broadcasting to local
receiving stations (like APT; very-hlgh-resolutton scanning radiometer data, etc.)
or temporary storage onboard the spacecraft and dumping to a CDA station. Either
mode, and sometimes both modes, are applicable to the different observations
obtained from polar orbiting sate I lite sensors.
As real time transmission to local users cannot yield global coverage,
we shal I concern ourselves solely with the stored data.
The data flow may then Include the following stages:
(a)

onboard digltlzatlon and some amount of data reduction

(b)

recording and reading out of the spacecraft storage memory to one CDA
station on command from the ground (Gllmore, Alaska and Wal lops Station,
Virginia for the ITOS system).

(c)

transmission by land lines to a central pre-processlng centre

(d)

data calibration, taking into account whatever auxiliary Information
about spacecraft operation Is needed to reduce the raw telemetered data
to universally meaningful and geographically located physical measurements.

(e)

extractlon* of meteorological determlnations* (temperature, wind
velocity, moisture content, etc.) from the above. This last operation
mayor may not require merging ~Ith·other meteorological Information
provided by observation only or by observation plus forecast.

Operations (a) through (d) are generally provided for by the sate I lite
and ground support system. Operation (e) as required by the FGGE data plan may not
be provided with the satel lite observing sub-system. In other words, additional
meteorological data extractIon procedures than those normally used In routine
operations may be required for the FGGE; If so,they must then be considered as
additional tasks and provided for accordingly.
2.2. I
High resolution cloud cover images in the visible and infra-red spectral
range are obtained by such devices as hIgh-resolution scanning radiometers.
* Note:

see 4.1.1 for definition of these terms as used In this report.
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These sensors produce a very large amount of information which cannot generally
be accommodated in the I imited spacecraft memory with ful I spatial resolution and
-intensity scale. Ful I resolution data from such systems can only be transmitted
In real time for the benefit of local receiving stations which happen to be
operating within useful range. These ful I resolution data do not therefore lend
themselves to global coverage and must be considered lost for the purpose of
the FGGE*.
Global cloud cover image data can however be stored (in digital form)
and telemetered to the ground with reduced spatial resolution. The following
global cloud cover data wi II be provided by the ITOS system:
Master format: 3.7 x 3.7 km horizontal resolution, 8 bits intensity
scale (visible and IR) on digital magnetic tapes. These tapes wi I I not be stored
permanently. Equivalent analog Images on fJ Im with ful I spatial resolution and
reduced intensity scale wl I I be available for permanent archiving.
Operational format: 40 x 40 ki lometers resolwtlon, 5 step Intensity
scale t3bits) on digital magnetic tapes for permanent archiving Is In current
practice. Improved resolution may be possible in the future depending on advances
in storage media.
It is proposed that this last product be considered adequate to serve
as a reference for interpretina other observations, and for use in deriving
numerical Infor.ation (humidity field, some motion fields, etc.) by synoptic
analysis (e.g. NOAA SINAP methods).

Surface temperature data wi I I be provided by the same IR scanning
radiometers as 2.1.1 above when the 3.7 x 3.7 km area for which observations wi I I
ie averaged happen to be free of clouds or haze.
The extraction of accurate sea surface temperatures from the satel lite
observations requires precise determinations of cloudiness and of the atmospheric
transmission in the field of view of the observations. These determinatlons wl I I
be made by using simultaneously several channels of the spectral observations
which wil I result In the rejection of apparently unreliable radiance data and thereby keeping for surface tempep,ature determination only the radiance measurements
obtained through a clear air column. In addition to the observatlon5, climatology
(no forecasts) wl I I be used in these extractions. Temperature measurements from
ships or automatic bUoys, previous sea surface temperature determinations,
cloudiness seen from geostationary satel Iltes(2.2.1 below), etc. could contribute
to separating the rei lable clear column observations from the rest.
The selected radiance measurements or equivalent surface temperatures

* Note:

on board storage of selected samples, restricted to about 20% of one
orbit, Is feasible.
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Ts (x,y,t) corresponding to 3.7 x 3.7 km ground resolution elements could be stored
temporarily, or archleved if needed. It may be adequate, however, that these
. Individual measurements be assembled and smoothed to a scale 100-200 km to update
one global sea surface temperature map about every 3 days. The feaslbl I Ity of
useful sea-surface temperature gradients on a smaller scale has not yet been
established.

It has been demonstrated th~t reasonably accurate and reliable vertical
temperature profiles can be inferred from narrow bandwidth radiance measurements
of the Infra-red (and microwave) upwel ling radiation from the earth's atmosphere.
The,accuracy c81 led for by the FGGE data requirements cannot however
be obtained from these radiance data alone but only with the help of additional
information line and ~prlorl knowledge of the approximate temperature st~attfl~
cation (first guess). Furthermore, the radiance measurements from one air
column contain no more information than equivalent measurements of the mean
temperatures of 5 to 8 atmospheric layers. Consequently, a continuous or quaslcontinuous vertical profi le Is not a direct product of observation but rather
the result of the numerical Interpretative scheme*. Using such data In any
particular general circulation model wl I I involve a second (and generally different)
vertical interpolation to fit the data to the vertical layer structure of the
model atmosphere. These successive interpolations could result in sufficient
truncation error so that the final temperature error may wel I not be compatible
with the accuracy requirements for GARP.
Thus, it appears that the radiance derived vertical temperature profi le
data are model dependent on two counts:
(a)

The best first guess temperature profl le which can be used for starting
the mathematical Inversion procedure Is the forecast temperature field
from the last (12 hours) determination, as currently done by the
Washington NMC and the National Environmental Satel lite Service (USA).
Although this Information Is only used as a first guess and updated
with the new observations, the resulting estimate of the temperature
field may sti I I reflect a noticeable residual dependence upon the Initial
first guess, determ Ined by the part Icu Iar forecast mode I;used.
Further experimentation with advanced sounders In 1972 may clarify
this matter.

(b)

The data actually needed for Initial ization purposes are mean layer
temperatures appropriate to the vertical layer distribution and

*Note:

In the current US practice, approximately 100 level must be used In the
numerical solutions In order to keep quadrature errors below a tolerable
I"WAI.

ConSAOIlAntlv, +hA flrs+ OUAS<;.

TAmrAr~tlJrA

n;:\t<'l must hA Interpol"ltAn

to the 100 quadrature level In the solution for the temperature profi le
from the discrete radiance observations.
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These sensors produce a very large amount of information which cannot generally
be accommodated in the I imlted spacecraft memory with ful I spatial resolution and
-Intensity scale. Ful I resolution data from such systems can only be transmitted
In real time for the benefit of local receiving stations which happen to be
operating within useful range. These ful I resolution data do not therefore lend
themselves to global coverage and must be considered lost for the purpose of
the FGGE*.
Global cloud cover Image data can however be stored (in digital form)
and telemetered to the ground with reduced spatial resolution. The following
global cloud cover data wi II be provided by the ITOS system:
Master format: 3.7 x 3.7 km horizontal resolution, 8 bits intensity
scale (visible and IR) on digital magnetic tapes. These tapes wl I I not be stored
permanently. Equivalent analog Images on film with ful I spatial resolution and
reduced Intensity scale wl I I be available for permanent archiving.
Operational format: 40 x 40 kllometers resolwtlon, 5 step Intensity
scale ~3bits) on digital magnetic tapes for permanent archiving Is In current
practice. Improved resolution may be possible in the future depending on advances
In storage media.
It is proposed that thl s Iast product be cons idered adequate to sen,e
as a reference for Interpreting other observations, and for use in deriving
numerical Information (humidity field, some motion fields, etc.) by synoptic
analysis (e.g. NOAA SINAP methods).

Surface temperature data will be provided by the same IR scanning
radiometers as 2.1.1 above when the 3.7 x 3.7 km area for which observations wi I I
he averaged happen to be free of clouds or haze.
The extraction of accurate sea surface temperatures from the satel lite
observations requires precise determlnatlons of cloudiness and of the atmospheric
transmisslon in the field of view of the observations. These determinations wl I I
be made by using simultaneously several channels of the spectral observations
which wi I i result In the rejection of apparently unrel iable radiance data and thereby keeping for surface tempep,ature determination only the radiance measurements
obtained through a clear air column. In addition to the observations, climatology
(no forecasts) wi I I be used in these extractions. Temperature measurements from
ships or automatic bUOyS, previous sea surface ~emperature determlnations,
cloudiness seen from geostationary sate I lites(2.2.1 below), etc. could contribute
to separating the rei iable clear column observations from the rest.
The selected radiance measurements or equivalent surface temperatures

* Note:

on board storage of selected samples, restricted to about 20% of one
orbit, Is feasible.
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Ts (x,y,t) corresponding to 3.7 x 3.7 km ground resolution elements could be stored
temporarily, or archleved if needed. It may be adequate, however, that these
- Individual measurements be assembled and smoothed to a scale 100-200 km to update
one g Ioba I sea surface temperature map about every 3 days. The feas IbI I·j ty of
useful sea-surface temperature gradients on a smaller scale has not yet been
estab II shed.

It has been demonstrated th~t reasonably accurate and reliable vertical
temperature profiles can be Inferred from narrow bandwidth radiance measurements
of the Infra-red (and microwave) upwel ling radiation from the earth's atmosphere.
The accuracy cal led for by the FGGE data requirements cannot however
be obtained from these radiance data alone but only with the help of additional
information I ine and 2. priori knowledge of the approximate temperature stratlfi-.
cation (first guess). Furthermore, the radiance measurements from one air
column contain no more Information than equivalent measurements of the mean
temperatures of 5 to 8 atmospheric layers. Consequently, a continuous or quaslcontinuous vertical profl le Is not a direct product of observation but rather
the result of the numerical Interpretative scheme*. Using such data In any
particular general circulation model wl I I involve a second (and generally different)
vertical Interpolation to fit the data to the vertical layer structure of the
model atmosphere. These successive Interpolations could result In sufficient
truncation error so that the final temperature error may wel I not be compatible
with the accuracy requirements for GARP.
Thus, it appears that the radiance derived vertical temperature profi le
data are model dependent on two counts:
(a)

The best first guess temperature profi le which can be used for starting
the mathematical Inversion procedure Is the forecast temperature field
from the last (12 hours) determination, as currently done by the
Washington NMr, and the National Environmental Satel lite Service (USA).
Although this Information Is only used as a first guess and ~pdated
with the new observations, the resulting estimate of the temperature
field may sti II reflect a noticeable residual dependence upon the Initial
first guess, determined by the particular forecast model .used.
Further experimentation with advanced sounders In 1972 may clarify
this matter.

(b)

The data actually needed for Initial izatlon purposes are mean layer
temperatures appropriate to the vertical layer distribution and

*Note:

In the current US practice, approximately 100 level must be used In the
numerical solutions In order to keep quadrature errors below a tolerable
I "''lA I .

r,onSAnllAntlv, +hA flrs+ 9UAS,".

T",mp"'rl'ltur'" rl",tfl must hA Interpoli'ltAti

to the 100 quadrature level In the solution for the temperature proft le
from the discrete radiance observations.
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vertical coordinate syste~ of one particular model. This is
~efinitely model dependent and a serious truncation error could result
from unnecessary vertical interpolations of the original data. A
further source of error could result from mixing temperature data
obtained from different remote sensing instruments (with si ightly
different yet systemat1c calibration errors). It is possible then
that temperature gradient data obtained from a single instrument orbiting
around the earth could be significantly more accurate than the
temperature determlnatlons themselves. The possibil ity should be
thoroughly explored.
Consequently, the following successive stages of extraction and
determination are possible:
(I)

Raw IR or microwave radiance observations of 30 x 30 km areas (those
may be averages of several Indivldual observations in this resolution
element, depending on the characteristics of the sensing system)
accompanied by a qual ity index which includes estimates of the cloud
contamination and origin of the data (Instrument tag).
It may not be necessary that these raw observations be released to the
scientific users, for the purposes of FGGE.

(11)

Extracted clear column radiances on a grid smaller than the FGGE
observational requirement (e.g. 200 x 200 km or even 100 x 100 km seems
feasible as estimated from current experience) where and when observations
are avai lable, after el imination of cloud contamination. These radiance
determinatlons together with the appropriate atmospheric transmission
functions for the particular sensor and a tag indiaating the origin of
the data, could be stored permanently and made avai lable to general
circulation model I ing groups wl I ling to perform their own (optimal)'
inversion procedure to extract the best temperature determination for
their model.
----

(iii) Determinations of the vertical temperature profi les as well as the
horizontal tem~erature gradient where and when observations are avai lable,
expressed In standard format for transmission (non-synoptic data),
applying whatever Inversion and analysis scheme Is used operationally at
that time by the WMC concerned. (Note: Spacing may be about 200 x 200 km,
as in (il) above).
(iv)

Synoptic, spatially complete temperature fields resulting from updating
the WMC general circulation forecast models with al I data available in
real time and expressed In grid point values.

~a!e~ YaRo~r_Dls!rlb~tlo~ (from IR radiance measurements)
A determination of the water vapour content of the troposphere can be
obtained as a by-product of the infra-red sounding observations. The meteorological
data extraction fol lows exactly the same pattern as 2. 1.3 above.

2.1.4

However, since the water vapour data wi I I be much less accurate than the
temperature estimates, the extraction process wi I I be much less dependent on
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interactions with models and analyses.
Determinatlons of the total water vapour content and of the vertical
distribution (two or three degrees of freedom) of moisture versus time (nonsynoptic) and space (200 x 200 or 100 x 100 km area) wll I be made for cloudless
regions. Microwave sounders may provide total water vapour content regardless of
cloud cover.
It is estimated that sate I I Ite systems during FGGE wl I I provide total
water in a column to an accuracy of 15-20%, excluding polar regions, and mean
content of three layers with the following accuracies:
Surface to 600 mb,
600 mb to 400 mb ,
400 mb to tropopause,

.c::: 30%

<.20%

< 20%

these vertical distributions however, wl I I probably not be "representative" since
they will be biased toward the cloud free areas.

Qualitative and to some extent quantitative information could be obtained
regarding sol I moisture and recent precipitation. Such observations are only
experimental at this time and are likely to be so during FGGE.
Data procedures wi I I depend on further definition of the experimental
observing systems. (Goddard ~pace Flight Center, USA; Hydrometeorological
Service, USSR).

Total upwel ling emitted terrestrial and reflected solar r.adlation could
be extracted from the reduced resolution scanning radiometer detell'll1lnations archived
on tape, the sounding radiometer observations, and from special actinometric
observations (USSR) planned for this purpose.
2.1.7

Data Flow
-----

The data output from the polar orbiting sate I I ite systems Is shown
schematically In Figure I.
2.2

Data from Geostationary Satel lite Sensors. (The discussions are based on the
existing operations with the US satellites, ATS-3 and the planned
Synchronous Meteorological Satel lite, SMS and the planned French satel lite
METEOSAT) .

AI I data from one geostatlonary satel lite (high resolution scanning
radiometer data and collection of platform observations) are transmitted to the
ground In real time and received by one central command and data acquisition
facility. This primary telemetry channel wl I I carry the raw data In digital format.
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(v) global cloud mosaics (tape, film)

other data

Figure 1
General Data Flow Chart: Polar Orbiting Spacecraft
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It wil I not In general be directly accessible to other stations.
The raw data must be subjected to a certain amount of processing before
they can be transmitted to other stations. This processing may consist of: time
stretching (to utilize the "dead periods" when the sate I lite radiometer Is not
scanning the earth during each scan cycle); line synchronization; calibration;
formatlng; or grlddlng, etc.
These preprocessed data wl I I In al I Ilkel ihood be disseminated directly
In two ways:
(I)

rebroadcast via the sate I lite hl~h-power microwave transponder. For
the SMS sate I lites, this method wl I I be used to relay Images to certain
NOAA user groups. Other groups within 8500 km radius from the satel lite
sub-point could receive the same data If they Instal I appropriate
receiving equipment.

(Ii)

t"ansmlsslon via landllnes. Considerable reduction In Information content
(lower resolution, compressed intensity scale) wi I I result from. bandwidth limitations ot feasible landllnes for general distribution.

It Is not likely that the ful I high resolution radiometric data transmitted as In (i) above wl I I be stored permanently and made available for later
use, ~nless specifically requested In advance and prOVided for (probably by the
requester). However, the preprocessed data wll I be archived and made available
from the originating agency (at reduced Information content) in two forms:
photographic copies of master films; magnetic tape.
Several levels of extraction can be envisioned of the radiometer
observations to provide the following determlnatlons Mhlch can be transmltted"to
analysis centres:
2.2. I

Instantaneous high resolution observations of the cloud patterns In
brightness (visible) or height(radiatlve temperature from infra-red) wll I be
available with ful I horozontal resolution on photographic recordings only.
The picture format wl I I normally be 9 by 9 Inches (220 x 220 mm)on a
standard 10 by 10 Inches film. Two Images, one for visible and one for the
infranGd will normally be produced side by side with full spatial resolution, I.e.:
visible

{~

:

7 km

Infra-red

(SMS)
(MUEOSAT>
(SMS)

{ 5.5 km (METEOSAT)
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The intensity scale on these images however, wil I not accommodate the visible
radiometer dynamic range nor the infra-red radiance range.
Bandwidth limitations wi II prevent the transmission of even these
photographic images with ful I resolution to large numbers of users. However,
images with degraded spatial resolution could be transmitted via geostationary
satell ite relay.

Relative displacements of individual cloud elements can be observed by
comparing two or more successive images of the cloud cover seen from one geostationary location. Estimates of the wind field can in turn be Inferred from
these dlsplacements.
Low clouds (about 850 mb) wl I I provide sufficiently abundant targets _
for wind estimates. It Is often possible to estimate several low-level winds
per 200-km square; however, extensive cloud-free areas do occur and hence coverage
tends to be .1 nhomogeneous at anyone time. But on the average, on I ¥- rare Iy will
an area as large as 150 of latitude-longitude be entirely cloud free.
Upper clouds (400-200 mb) are less numerous. They tend to be associated
with synoptic features; for example, high clouds are relatively rare upstream from
an upper-air trough, but quite common downstream. It Is common to observe areas
as large as 150 latitude-longitude that are devoid of trackable upper cloud targets.
Fortunately, however, Just where upper flow patterns are of interest, convection
and large scale distu~bances .produce middle and cirrus cloud targets.
Given a sequence of properly registered, sequential cloud images, the
wind vectors wi I I be extracted by:
(a)

selecting cloud elements or cloud patterns I ikely to be acceptable
tracers of the air motion (trade wind cumuli; cirrus clouds, etc.).
This wl I I be performed by a human operator;

(b)

measuring the apparent displacement of this cloud or cloud pattern by
a semi-automated version of the current movie-loop technique or other
correlation techniques;

(c)

applying image distortion corrections and computing the horizontal
vectors on the earth's surface;

(d)

estimating the cloud height for the best fit of each individual determlnatlonwlth al I othe~ aval la~Je data, such as
- Infra-red radiance of the cloud tracer and surrounding similar clouds
- temperature profi le data
- World Meteorological Centres' wind field forecasts

The above sequence of operations wl I I be performed by the operational
'analysis centre associated with each geostationary satel I ite system (i .e. NESS
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with the SMS satel lites). It must be pointed out that steps (a), (b) and (c) are
essentially internal data extraction routines, Involving the scanning radiometer
,data only. Step (d) on the other hand required additional Inputs and wll I therefore
depend to some extent on particular World Meteorological Centre data. Thus the
wind determinatlons could be made available In real-time (plus short-delay) as
the, come from the operational geostatlonary satel lite data analysis: the data
should be in the AIREP format for convenience In· transmission and use.

Sea and land surface temperature and diurnal temperature variations
could be determined from the high resolution Infra-red radiometer data when
looking between clouds. It Is not now planned to derive this Information on a
routine basis but It could be extracted from the original digital data tapes for
special studies if requested In advance.
·2.2.4

Data Flow

The data output from the geostatlonary satel lite systems is shown
schematlcally in Figure 2.
2.3

Data Collection

Data collection by sate I lite Involves straightforward communication
techniques and a wet I Integrated system. Basically, three different sources of
data must be considered.
2.3.1

f.o!!.s.!a!!.t.:l~v~I_B!!.IJ..0£n~~n.2..Q.rJ..f.!l!!.g_B.!!.0I.s

(reference surface sub-system)
These platforms need be located with some degree of accuracy. The random
access one-way Doppler navigation technique wl I I be used with a suitable orbiting
satel lite (NIMBUS-F, experimental 1974; TIROS-N or equivalent for FGGE). Data
from meteorological or oceanographic sensors on the platform could be collected
and stored in the satellite memory at the same time.
The determination of the platform location (or successive locations)
wll I require precise knowledge of the satel lite orbit. It could be performed
by one (or two) pcocesslng centres associated with the sate I I ite operation
(NASA and CNES).
Data wil I be avai lable on tape In the current EOLE format (digital tape):
- Platform address (number)
- Time (non-synoptic)
Platform location (x,y)
Sensor no. I, T
Sensor no. 2.p
Sensor no. 3,Zp
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Data could be collected either via one geostationary satel lite and
transmitted Immediately to the corresponding data acquisition facility, or via one
polar orbiting sate I lite and processed according to 2.3.1 above.
2.3.3

Qm~g~2.0.!2d~s

It Is II ke Iy that-_the add It iona I vert Ica I sound Ings needed to comp Iement
the operational WWW observations and obtain a complete determination of the wind
field will Include a large number of the newly developed Omega wind sondes.
The tracking of these sondes Is based on telemetering the Omega naVigational
signals received by the payload, to the launching station for local proGesslq.s.
and/or retransmlssion to a central processing center via one geostationary
satellite.
Tf the Omega wind sounding data are reported and stored In the standard
WWW format, they could be processed and archived as conventional soundings by
the Meteorological Data Archives.
2.4

Non-Sate I lite WWW SUb-systems
2.4. I

1!P..e.-!. ~ II. !:!e.!w£r~s .

~a~i£s£n~e_a.!2d_R~w!n~0.!2d~. These are stations In routine operation by
(a)
the national meteorological services. The winds, temperature humidity and heights
of the geopotentlal are extracted at the stations for the standard levels, coded
Into standard format, collected by national te~ecommu"lcatlon systems, and then
transmitted via the WWW Global Telecommunications System (GTS) to the World
Meteorological Centres. Additional routine stations are proposed to be added to
the networks, In particular In the tropics and Southern Hemisphere, as part of
the plan for the next WMO financial period 1972-1975. Moreover, It is planned
to complete the GTS by about 1973-1974, with back-up circuits on the main trunk
segments and some of the main feeder segments, so that In principle the ful I
data flow from the operational networks should he received in good time to be
used -at the WMC's for their analyses.
-

In addition to the routine stations that are formally part of the WWW
network, there exist other stations operated nationally on an experimental or
occasional basis, and some stations that operate for locat or regional use only.
Many of these stations, however, are located ~n otherwise data sparse regions
and could contribute significantly to the glob-al analyses for the FGGE. It Is
likely that some special communications arrangements might have to be made for
some of these stations in order for their data to be received in near-real time
at the WMCs, and this possibility Is flagged for further Investigation.
(b)
PI lot Bal loon Observations (PIBALS). Theodolite observations of pilot
balloons are-ta'k'en-j'n The Tropics ano "S'outneFn Hemisphere at many locations.
These can prOVide useful wind data that partially meet the FGGE requirements
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(at least the lower two troposphere levels and sometImes hIgher are observed) and
·would be espeslal Iy useful In regions where there are no other direct wind
observations. It is probable, however, that special communication arrangements
would have to be made for any of these stations. For example, a recent survey
of the data received during three days in June by the WMG's revealed that only
20% of the avai lable pibal data are received at Melbourne within 9 hours, and
about 43% are received' at Moscow; this survey covered data from WMO regions I
(Africa), I I I (south America), and IV (Southwest Pacific).
2.4.2
Surface Stations. Surface stations (Including ships) make observations
at 00, 06, 12-a;d-18 hours which are regularly exchanged globally, and for a
selected network of stations (since the density of stations is generally. larger than
required for global analysis). This more than meets the FGGE requirements and
in fact some further selectlon wll I probably be desirable in order to keep the
data flow manageable.
2.4.3 ~~clal~oll~c!i£n_Eif£r!s. In addition to the regular networks
mentioned above, special volunteer programmes have been arranged to collect
observations in some otherwise data sparse regions. These efforts principally
consist of:
(a)
~I~E~S~ These are reports from commercial aircraft of winds observed
along the route, and other meteorological information of operational interest.
Since many commercial airplanes fly similar routes on similar schedules, a
selection has been made for the high density route to obtain representative
coverage. Additional efforts were successfully made during the two GARP Basic
Data Months to increase the collection in the tropics and Southern Hemisphere.
Unfortunately, only a smal I portion of the reports can be received, at this
time, soon enough to be Included In the first analyses at the WMG's. It is
possible that arrangements might be made in the future for more rapid collection
of data, for example by relay via the geostationary satel I ites; It is understood
that this possibi I Ity Is now provided for in the current regulatlon5 of the ITU.
(b)
~e£o~t~ ir£m_M~r£h~n! ~hlP~.
Merchant shipping also covers meny
data sp8rse regions; on a I imited number of ships, radiosonde stations have been
Instal led by national meteorological services, but most of the ships report
only surfaee observations. The primary problem with ship observations is the
radio communication of the observations to collection centres, especially as
many shipping companies are tending toward one-shift radio operation. One of
the important motlvations in Japan far the consideration of a geostationary
satel I ite is to collect such observations on VHF channels routinely and
probaly automatically. It is possible that simi lar collection procedures could
be arranged for the FGGE using the US geostationary satel I ite. The current plans
for the French geostationary satel lite do not include such VHF data collection
possiblity; there may be a limited posslbi I ity using L-band microwave,but this
may not be practicable for ships of opportunity.
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3.

DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FG9E

Data requirements for the FGGE have been discussed in several JOG
documents and some detal·ls are stll I under consideration. The requirements
are based on the general premise that an Initial state of the atmosphere needs
to be observed with global coverage and lateral ·and vertical resolution sufficient
to depict adequately the scales of atmospheric dynamics' and structure important
to prediction of the larger scale circulation features for the order of one
week. Accuracy of the observations must be such that the error growth In the
models Is less than atmospheric variability on that time scale.
This general premise has le·d to the requirement of global fields of
temperature, wind, pressure and moisture, with a lateral spacing of about 500 km,
accuracies o~ about & 10C, ± 1-2 m/s, 0.2-0.3%, and 10-20% respectively. These
fields should be supplied at the surface, at 4 levels In the troposphere, and
at three In the stratosphere, once per day, as a minimum.
Since it is not economically feasible to supply al I these fields
everywhere, an FGGE observing system has been Buggested that wl I I describe the
mass field adequately everywhere except in the deep tropics where the wind
field wi I I be observed directly; moreover, there wll I be a sufficient amount of
independent data, especially In the tropics and Southern Hemisphere, so that
dynamical consistency can be checked and confidence levels assigned as to how
wel I the basic data requirements are met.
Users of the FGGE data wi I I have many Interests and special requirements.
The WMCs Wl I I receive nearly all the data· available via the GTS and wl I I carry
on with their operational responsibilities using the FGGE data as if it were
routine WWW data. They may also carry out additional research on operational
methods made possible by the FGGE augmentation of the WWW data.
Some research groups may wish to receive the data on a routine basis
with a fixed time delay. Consequently, it Is suggested elsewhere In this
document that analyses be made in which al I data up to 24 hours from a synoptic
time ·be included.
From these special FGGE analyses (which are bound to be more complete
than the routine analyses especially In the Tropics and Southern Hemisphere)
the sets of initial state parameters wl I I be determined and distributed via the
GTS. These data sets wl I I saf$$fy some user groups for perhaps most of their
research needs. However, Informal contact with representatives of several
research groups have shown that the~e wl I I be additional needs.
For example, several groups Indicated that they would like to have
the determlnatlons (Level I I data) that flow on the GTS, whl le one group
Indicated that It would Use these data for only one month for each season.
Two groups expressed a need for ~ Level I I data ~rior to any space and time
averaging, as their models would probably have higher resolution than, say,

~
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operational models. In addition, some special ized data, In particular cloud
images, would be needed from whieh to derive additional motion data in regions
.ot.herwlse lacking in such observations; it was recognized that some special
arrangements might have to be made for this data flow, depending on the data
rates and format Involved. At least one group Indicated a desire for a
considerable amount of Level I data in addition to the Level I I, to make possible
extensive analysis experiments for periods of special Interest; special
arrangements are likely to be needed here also.
.
Thus a wide range of needs is evident. It wll I not be feasible to
design an FGGE data system to satisfy automatically al I such needs, some
Initiative wi I I have to be taken by user groups. However the detailed
definition of the basic FGGE data system, showing what data flows from whom
to where, and how, wil I greatly facilitate the making of special arrangements
by research groups to receive reauired data over and above that automatically
avai lable (or at least avai lable with semi-routine national arrangements)
via the GTS.
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4.
.4.1

Basic

A FEASIBLE "FGGE" DATA SYSTEM

Conslderatl6~

4. I • I "!~.rJ.m2.ry Qe.!..i.!2I.!.L0.!2s.:. The FGGE data requ Irements Il1p I"y that the
Input to the numerical models are In the form of sets of numbers that define
a state parameter at given he ight Ieve Is on a gI"ven Iat~ra I gr Id. It Is seen
from the brief discussion above of the observing system proposed to furnish
the basic observations that In general the numbers arising directly from the
observing system do not fal I tnto the desired three dimensionei grid. Thus,
raw data (manual readings, charts, sensor signals) must be manipulated In a
variety of ways to provide the desired gridded data. Moreover, the character
of the manipulation and the kinds of additional Information and assumptions
applied to each kInd of data will differ widely from one kind of data to another.
The FGGE data system descrIbed In detail In 4.2 below, then, Is quite complex,
consisting as It does of parallel chains of data flow and mantpulatlon, one
for each m§Jor observing system. There are also interconnections between some
of the individual chains.
A study of the data flow by the JOC Study Group, system by system,
revealed that a basic general structure can serve as a framework to define the
various steps In the data manipulation-data flow. In effect, this general
framework serves to unify the FGGE data system, notwithstanding the fundamental
differences In some of the Indlvtdual data chains In the system.
The general framework I, I I lustrated In Figure 3.
observat Ions (I n genera I In the form of numbers) occur:

Three levels of

Level I: OBSERVATIONS. These are defined to be the numbers obtained
(i) from direct reading of instruments, or (11) from conversion of telemetry
signals via calibration or conversion algorithms. Examples of such observations
are: radiosonde and rawlnsonde records, data sheets from surface stations; channel
radlances from Infra-red and microwave spectroineters and radiometers; cloud cover
Images from polar orbiting and geostatlonary sate I lites; doppler signals from
constant-level bal loons; data relayed from automatic platforms. In some of
these observations, particularly remote sensing from satel lites, a first level
of data manipulation Is already Introduced but here such manipulation must be
considered as part of the obserVing system, since it must be done by those
responsIble for the observations before anyone else can use them.
level I I: DETERMINATIONS. These are meteorological (or at least
physical) parameters (at the actual time and place of observation) converted
to standard data formats where applicable. Examples are "clear column
radlances or temperature or moisture content of atmospheric layers as determined
from these radlances; winds determined from analysis of sequential cloud
tmages; winds determined from sequential bal loon positions; wind, temperature ,
humidity and heights of standard levels (In some cases, significant levels);
inferred wind and humidity fields from cloud maps; surface pressure, temperature,
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wind, humidity In standard formats. In general, this Is the earliest stage of
the kind of data collected and interchanged via the International meteorological
xelecommunlcation circuits (WWW GTS).
Leve I Ill: tN i'HAL STATE PARAMETERS. These are the gr id po Int va lues
(or the harmonic components for those models using wave-number space) of the
atmospheric state parameters (wind velocity, tempe~atur~, pressure, as wel I as
water vapour, sea surface temperature, ground temperature,
ground wetness, etc.) derived from the determlnations as defined above for use
In (and usually with the aid of) a particular numerical model. These are the
final products needed for Input to a numerical model to carry out the GARP numerical
experimentation. Since the initial state parameters are derived
with the aid of models, they wil I be different for different
"mode Is.
In order to transform the number (observations, data, etc.) from one
of the levels defined above to the next, data manipulation Is required. Such
processes are sometimes cal led "data processlng","data reduction", etc.; in
order to be more specific and identify at least two kinds of data manipulation
envisioned as needed for the FGGE, the two stages of data manipulation are defined
as follows:
Data Extraction. This is the kind of manipulation, especially when it
involves purely objective manipulation, that Is often cal led "data reduction",
and here is defined to mean the obtaining of determlnatlons from observations.
In purely objective extraction processes, such as application of calibration
algorithms, elimination of noise, formatlng, the result of the extraction Is
unique (within the various measurement and calibration errors). However, In
some extraction processes, some subjectivIty might enter, such as In the treat..
ment of calibrated cbannel radiances In a given area (comprising several fleldof-view elements) to derive "clear-column" radiances, that Is, reducing or
eliminating the contamination In the radiance observations arising from the
presence ot clouds in the field of view. Further subjectivity Is introduced in the
treatment of clear column radlances to obtain equivalent temperature profi les,
starting from a first guess field on other information (climatology or a forecas+).
Data extraction as defined here Is essentially the responsibil ity of the data
producers, but some Interaction may be necessary with users as In the example
above. Data extraction should, from a systems planning point of view, be
considered part of the observing system.
Data Analysis. Here the word analysts Is used in the specific meteorological
sense, and means the obtaining from the determlnatlons of the Initial state
parameters on a computation grid.
4.1.2

~neral

Data Flow

Transmission of data and dissemination of various meteorological products
are accomplished by the WWW Global Telecommunication System (GTS). The GTS
consists of a main trunk circuit, connecting the three World Meteorological
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PRIMARY DEFINITIONS

LEVEL I

-------1

OBSERVATIONS
upper air observations, AIREPS.
surface observations; infra-red
and microwave radiances;
cloud and surfa:ce images;
balloon doppler signals and
platform data.
Includes calibration and
ualit control.

Extraction
convert to standard
formats, standard
levels, etc.; rectify
and grid cloud images;
convert radiances to clear
column radiances as well as
temperature and moisture
profiles, derive surface
temperatures; determine
wind fields from cloud
displacements; deter-.
mine balloon positions, wirxls; etc

LEVELII

DETERMINATIOK>
or p1'\YSical para-l--3--I
meters;time,place of observation

_------4 meteorological
T
S

Analysis
convert determinations at time arrl
place of observatio~ to
global analyses at FUGE
levels and computational
grid; derivation of additional
parameters dynamically;
absorb data in random time
flow (4 dimensional assimilation or other techniques) •

INITIAL STATE PARAMETERS
LEVEL Ill· , - - - - - - - - 1 Wind, temperature, pressure
and humidity fields,
H + 24 hours global analyses
G
T
S

Figure J

8
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Centres (Melbourne, Moscow, Washington) and Incorp9rating nine Regional Te4'ecommunication f:{Jbs. The capacity of the main trunk (design goal) will be
?bout 2.10 8 bits/day, when the system wi I I be fully Implemented circa 1973.
Provision is made for alternate routlngs, overflow and back-up (the GTS system
is I I lustrated In schematic form In Figure 5). Since the WWW Is geared to
collection of data at synoptic hours, and timely dissemination of analyses and
other products, the traffic on the GTS Is scheduled to meet these requirements.
However, the GTS capacity appears sufficient to serve as the fundamental basis
of collection and exchange of data for the FGGE and it Is recommended that It
be used to the ful lest extent possible. Consequently, the GTS is included in
Figure 4 as the line connecting level I I data distribution. The GTS is also
indicated as serving for distribution of Information at Level 1 I I (which
currently are the products of the WMCs to meet operational needs but in the
future could include the FGGE global Initial state parameter sets).
It is wel I to re-emphasize, however, that not ~ Level I I data need
flow on the GTS. As Indicated In the discussion earlier (section 21, data from
some sub-systems are taken and processed into determinatlons at a much higher
lateral density than required for the FGGE (or operational large-scale forecasting). In these cases, It is suggested that they be smoothed by the originating
groups and suppl led on a scale of about lOO-200 km. It Is these data representative
of the 200 km scale that wl I I be routinely exchanged via the GTS. It wl I I be
recal led that the basic FGGE horizontal resolution requirement is 500 km for
observations but this is a minimum; It wl I I be useful to retain better resolution
where available, especially as ~he computational resolution Is greater. In
view of this fact and inasmuch as the Level I I I data are produced through a
global or at least hemispheric analysis procedure, it Is recommended that Level I I I
data be supplied on a scale of approximately 100 km.
4.1.3 Data Archives for the FGGE.
to archives and-to users.- - - - - - -

Figure 3 also shows the flow of data

Level I Archives contain observations In the most primitive form that
are feasible to store; these archives are generally the responsibi I Ity of the
data producers, who may have to compress or select certain data for storage.
The Study Group recogn i zed that in genera I the Leve I I observat ions wIII not
be frequently retrieved for general circulation studies, but wl I I be needed by
some users for intensive studies of periods of special interest, or for special
studies related to FGGE obJectives.
Level II Archives, maintained by the centres who do t.he extraction,
contain the determlnatlons. They are of primary Importance to the operational
users, I.e. the WMCs, and some of them are also available routinely via the
GTS. It Is I ikely that these determlnatlons wl I I form e substantial part of
the FGGE data flow, since they provide for al I users a complete and unique
global determination set (at least within the I imitations of the total observing
system) •
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Level I I t Archives, which are associated with the three WMCs, contain
the model based analyses <initial state parameters) which wl I I be of importance
to many user groups. It is recommended that these data be routinely available
'vla the GTS. It Is contemplated that some of the Associate Research Centres
(ARCs) and other user groups may also produce Level 11 I data unique to their
models; these data could be available by special arrangements with the ARC producing
them.
Much of the data needed by users wl I I flow on the GTS, but not al I
of them, and some users are not associated with agencies that have direct or
even leaslble access to the GTS. The needs of the various user groups must be
documented So that optimum means can be arranged for supplying the needed data
from the various archives. Since the needs of user groups wl I I cover a wide
range, and their organizational relations wl I I also be quite diverse, further
detal Is must be left to the future, as the plans for the FGGE become more
definite. But to facilitate the widest possible use of the FGGE data, It Is
urged that the participating nations adopt a general principle of data
aval labll Ity to users, at least on the basis of the cost of duplIcation of
technical storage media, where applicable.

As part of their normal operation, the WMCs produce dally analyses
at the two ~ynoptlc hours (H = 00 and 12Z), at fixed time delays. For example,
Washington produces the first analysis at H + 3hr 20 mln and a final analysis
approximately two hours later.
Looking nhead to the time of the FGGE, circa 1976, It was felt *hat
most If not al I the useful Information wl I I be available within 24 hours of
synotlc tlm., Including the output of the special observing systems Implementea
for the FGGE (winds from geostatlonary sate I lite observations. reference-Ieval
bal loons, bU9YS, tropical wind observing system) as·wel I as from experimental
sate I lites that might be In operation at that time. Representatives from the
WMcs stated that they !felt It feasible to provide a dai Iy special analysis for
the FGGE at H + 24 hr, but no longer delay. Consequently, the Study Group recemmends
that for the FGGE a dally production of ISPs be carried out at the WMCs at
H + 24 hr, not specifying for the moment whether H Is 00 orl2Z or possibly both.
This matter must be left to further discussion. Here, 24 hours means the cut-off
time for data Input to the FGGE analysis.
This suggestion carries a strong Implication that al I parts of the
FGGE observing system must provide for the data extraction and compilation of
meteorological parameters (Level I I data). and transmission of them via the
GTS or any special circuits needed, well within the 24 ho delay period.
The suggestion of a dally global data set at H + 24hr also allows for
some possibility of monitoring end error control.
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4.1.5
Monotorlng and Error Control. The possibility of monitoring the
output of the-observlng-system and applying corrective measures has been
'.mentloned II!l earller.JOC documents. If as suggested here the WMCs can perform the
global analyses for the FGGE on the H + 24hr basis for data cut-off, then It appears
that a basis for monitoring and error control may actually exist on a practical
basis. Normally, the WMCs do not go back and correct analyses with late data
since they then are operating on the next cycle; However, a 24 hour data
collection delay opens up the possibility of quick consistency checks on the data
fields and applying corrections for the final anal¥sls, or at least flagging
for the attention of the data producers possible observational problems that
might be rectified In some reasonably short time.
4.1.6
Est-Imates of Magnitude of Data Flow. In GARP Publ icatlon No. 3,
the total data output-ofsateTITte reTated observing s&stems was estimated to
be about 6 x 105 characters per day, or perhaps 4 x 10 bits per day. COSPAR
Working Group 6, In Its report to JOG of February 1970, pointed out that
if al I sate I lite radiance observations would be required at the main analysis
centres to assure the derivation of the "best" representative profi le for each
GARP grid element, this estimate might be low by one or two orders of magnitude.
The JOG Study Group now believes that it probably wil I not be necessary to
exchange al I raw satellite observations of this kind and that the estimate made
In GP No. 3 Is substantially correct In magnitude. It was estimated that the
daily bit rate for the major satel lite based sub-systems total about 5-6 x 106
bits per day. These estimates were based on the follewlng assumptions:
Remote Temperature Soundings (representative

o~

200 km scale)

2000 soundings per orbital pass x 100 bits per observation
10 passes per day
two satel lite systems (USA, USSR)
total 4 x 106 bits per day
Winds from Geostationary Sate I lite Cloud Observations
2000 determlnatlons per satellite, twice per day
20 bits per determination
4 satel lites
6
total 0.32 x 10 bits per day
Constant-level Bal loon Sxstem
500 ba 1loons
6 interrogations per day
100 bits per interrogation
total 0.3 x 106 bits per day
Carrier Bal loon Soundings
500 additional soundings per day
200 bits per sounding
total 0.1 x 106 bits per day
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These calculations are only Illustrative. More detailed calculations must be
made taking into account overhead for formatlng Into codes suitable for
transmission on the GTS. Moreover, these estimates do not include data from
'experimental satell ites. It wl II be necessary, once plans for such satellites
are known, to determine which data should flow routinely.
4.2

Detal led Flow Chart of a Feasible FGGE Data System

It Is seen from the previous discussion of the Individual observing
sub-systems and the data connected wit.h each that many elements of a possible
data system for the FGGE already exist. Some are In routine operation, some
1n experimental or pilot operation, and others are being planned as part of the
special observing sUb-sy?tems under development for the FGGE. It Is possible,
then, to put these elements together Into a feasible data system for the FGGE.
This 'does not imply, however, that the Study Group believes that It has
designed a system for the FGGE. The main purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate that a feaslule system can Indeed be establ ished, based on utilization
of existing plans and feasible extensions of these plans. Given such a premise,
and the announced 98al of performing a global experiment circa 1976, the Study
Group believes that a concerted effort to establtsh close communication between
the various elements of the data system and a focal point for further discussion
and general planning (such as in the JOC/JPS) wl I I influence strongly the normal
evolution of events towardsthe establishment of a functional data system for
the FGGE tbat may wel I be similar to that Illustrated in Figure 4 and discussed here.
4.2.1

The non-sate I lite WWW observing systems have been grouped together for
convenience, since In reality they consist of al I the national station net~orks
organized and operated by the national meteorological services.
In general, data extraction ~oo WWW stations Is carried out at the
observation point. For example, at upper-alr,statlons, sounding records are
an~lysed, calibrations applied, and data read off at the standard and significant
levels .(many new stations incorporating small data processing computers aee
nearly completely automatic and produce print-outs of the desired parameters).
The data are then coded into standard form and dispatched to collection centres.
At at~ended stations, the observations are recorded on log sheets and also coded
for transmission. At automatic stations (unattended), the observations are
often coded as part of the electronics system of the station. The determlnatlons
thus obtained are channeled Into national collection centres where the, are
used of course for nat iona I needs, but' . they are a Iso Interchanged reg Iona I IY and
globally for larger scale operational analysis and forecasting.

The Meteor operational satel lite system wll I consist of two spacecraft
suitably phased to give essentially synoptic coverage over the latitude range
of the USSR. The data output at Level I wl I I be calibrated radlances from a
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number of instrument~ (infrared sounder~r visible and infrared scanners, actinometric radiometers, etc.> and possibly also video signals from vldicons. The
primitive telemetry signals and cal ibrated radlances wl I I be stores at the
Satel lite Section of the USSR Hydrometeorologlcal Service. An extraction centre
wi I I produce clear column radiances (or possIbly some equivalent product> from
the infrared sounder radiances, recltlfled and gridded t,mages of the earth In
orbital strip or composite mosaic format, and maps of actlnometrlc data (upwel ling
and reflected radiation, etc.>.
Experimentation is now being conducted (in the USSR and in the US> with
regard to using Infrared sounder data (from experimental sounders in operation on
a Meteor satel I ite and in the Numbus series, respectively). It cannot be said at
this time exactly what methods of extraction wi I I be used to obt~ln meteorological
parameters (e.g. temperature profiles>, but for planning purposes here It Is
assumed that a system not too unlike that in pi lot operation at NOAA may be in use.
It Is by no means certain now what wi I I be the optimum manner of treating
infrared sounders operationally in the future, since the future sounders wl I I
be so much more refined and advanced than those currently in experimental operation.
This matter must be kept under review as more advanced sounders come into operation
prior to FGGE. Moreover, some user groups might prefer to use for FGGE experimentation the data in a somewhat more primitive form, e.g. the clear column radiances
rather than the derived temperature profi les, or may wish to use both the
radlances and infrared profiles. There wi I I be opportunity during the several
years preceding FGGE to experiment with various approaches to optimum uti I ization
of satel I ite remote sensed observations. However, it seems inconsistent with the
concept of GARP as an experiment to expect that before FGGE one unique data
formulation for this Important sub-system can be considered as optimum.

The operational satel lite under consideration for the period of the
FGGE includes three basic kinds of observational capabi I ity of relevance to FGGE.
High resolution scanning radiometers in four wavelength regions wi I I.
provide very high resolution data; the resolution wi I I In fact be too high to
permit onboard recording and recovery of al I data. Consequently, some onboard
smoothing wit I be done to produce Image data in the four channels for global
coverage. Data extraction (gridding, intensity corrections and cal ibratlons,
merging Into orbital strips and mosaics, etc.> wi I I be done at the National
Environmental Satel lite Service of NOAA. The ful I resolution data received there
wi I I probably be stored only temporarily In fut I format. It wl I I be used for
extraction of surface temperatures, preparation of high quality film Images for
studies of cloud, snow and Ice cover, distribution of moisture In the middle or
upper troposphere, etc. For archiving, the visible data wil I be smoothed to a
coarser resolution and the Intensity scale compressed for storage on magnetic
tape. Cloud mosaics could be sent to users via WEFAX (relay through a geostationary
satel lite>, or the GTS. Sea-surface temperatures would probably be saved for
periods of three days or so, then averaged and transmitted, perhaps as a map,
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or possibly in grid point form.
Calibration of the Infrared sounder radlances and non-meteorological
data contro I wou Id be done at the AI aska or Wa I lops CDA stat ions. It Is
doubtful that Level I data arising from these operations wll I be stored permanently,
at least on magnetic tape. Clear coLumn radiances wl I I be extracted by NESS
and stored on magnetic tape. The temperature profiles (or any other product that
Is decided to be useful) wl I I be derived In somewhat ~he same fashion as
currently. Some a pt-fori InforJllatlon (e.g. a first guess temperature field from
the WMC Washington) wll I be used In conjunction with the clear column radiances
to derive by someinteration method a probable profi le that meets the boundary
conditions of agreement within certain specified I imits with the forecast and
the observed radlances. Depending on the instrument field of view and conditions
of cloudiness, many observations and profi les may be obtained perGARP resolution
element (about 500,km>. It l s further assumed that some smooth i ng Wii II be done
and that profiles mean slab temperatures will be available with a representativeness characterl stl c of about 200 km.
France and the U.S.A. may Jointly sponsor a platform location and data
collection package on a future US operational satel lite. This package would
be designed especially for FGGE but would also be useful and avai lable during
the lifetime of the operational series for other similar studies. For FGGE,
the package would locate accurately the superpressure bal loons In the Southern
Hemisphere (for w!nd tracking) and would collect their in situ data (temper(3ture,
pressure and altitude) for the reference level calculations. Buoys would be
simi larly treated, but here It is likely that only water-temperature (or air-sea
temperature difference) and surface pressure observations wil I be re-'ayed. The
data extraction centre wi I I be either in France or the US, and will supply
determlnatlons of wind and temp.nature field in the Southern Hemisphere at
flight level height of the pressure surface, and surface pressure and temperatures.
The data would probably be made available in ful I resolution since the number
of bal loons and interrogations per day wil I be designed to just meet the GARP
requirements of one observation per day per 500 km resolution element; this
I'tmltatlon is mainly economic. An erchlve combining some preservation of Level I
data and a II the Leva I II data wou Id probab Iy be estab II shed In France or the USA.

Geostationary sate I I ites are being established by the US for operational
use, and are under consideration by Japan and France (with Europe) for pi lot
operational use and as a contribution to the FGGE.
The ful I disc images for both visible and Infrared channels for the
US satel lites (the French/Japanese satel lites wil I be similar> consist of
about 1.3 x 10 9 bits of information. This Is clearly too much to transmit
broadly. This information, however, is planned to be transmitted to extraction
centres as Indicated on Figure 4 via the microwave transponders on the satellites.
Some storage of th~ grldded and calibrated Images wl I I be provided for, but
most probably In the form of high resolution film; this form of storage wi I I
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necessItate soMe loss of resolutIon end considerable compressIon of the IntensIty
sea le. It Is possible that selected portions of some of the Images can be stored
. -on magnetic tape at full resolution, at least temporarIly while further special
studies can be carried out wl.th the Images. It Is lIkely that Level I and
Level II storage will be combined In the agencIes responsible for these
satellites.
Wind from the Images wl I I be extracted by specialIst groups In the
agencIes, probably In a tIme delay sufficiently short for them to be used
operatIonally. Winds at low level will be derIved generally at a higher lateral
density than cal led for to meet the FGGE requirements; winds at upper levels
wl II genera I IY be Iess dense than FGGE requ Irements •. These wInds will probab IYbe
~moothed and distributed on the GTS as Level I I determlnatlons In the AIREP format.
The full resolution wind data wi I1 probably be stored at Level II archIves.
Data relay from various automatic stations via the geostatlonary
sate I I Ites are not Indicated explIcItly In FIgure 4, since such systems are
assumed as Included In the WWW system Illustrated In panel I of Figure 4.

Direct wind observatIons are needed In the open oceanIc regIons In the
equatorIal zone (some 100 to 200 eIther sIde of the equator) to supplement the
WWW contInental and Island statIons and the winds that wll I bel derIved at two
levels from cloud targets. Two specIal sub-systems for FGGE are beIng developed
to meet thIs need; the fInal system cou!d be eIther one, or some combinatIon
of both. In both systems, the basIc observIng tool Is a radIosonde that receIves
the long-wave Omega naVigatIon sIgnals for determInIng the relatIve dIsplacement
durIng the ascent or descent. The analysIs of the Omega signaLs may be made
directly at the local point where the radIosonde signals are receIved, or
converted Into dIgItal form and relayed for remote extract.lon. The basIc
difference between the two specIal systems Illustrated In FIgure 4 Is the method
of deployIng the Omega radIosondes.
One deployment system envIsions the use of large superpressure carrIer
bal loons floating In the stratospherlc equatorIal cIrculatIon at 24 km altitude.
A communIcatIon system such as wl I I be Incorporated in the SMS/GOES satellite,
and proposed for the Japanese GMS, wl II be necessary to Implement this method,
for the re"ase of the sondes wll I be commanded via the sate I lite and the data
wit I be relayed back to central extraction centres, located In USA and Japan.
France Is not Included In thIs system sInce METEOSAT wl I I not have the necessary
VHF relay channels. However, substantIally complete oceanic coverage can be
obtaIned wIth the three other geostatlon8~y satel lItes. Once the sIgnals reach
the extractIon centres, wInd and temperature profIles wil I be obtaIned In
simIlar format to WWW upper-air stations and from then on the data wl II flow
via the GTS. The estimate made on Figure 4 of the magnitude of the data How
Is based on assuming 500 additIonal soundl",gs per day. The number of soundIngs
obtalnalde Is largely limited by economic considerations,' and to some extent by
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communications capability on the geostatlonary sate I I Ites to relay command
signals and data. It Is I ikely that there wi I I be ful I storage of data
at Level I I and probably no stor8ge at Level I (except possibly temporari Iy for
technical monitoring of the performance of the system).
As an alternate to using carrier bal loons to deploy the Omegasondes,
ships could be used as temporary ocean stations. Two choices are open for
data extraction: (i) the data could be fully processed onboard, coded and
transmitted in standard format, or (Ii) the data Gould be semi-processed on the
ships and relayed via the geostatlonary satel lites to central processing locations,
whence the data would flow as normal WWW data.
4.2.6

Research Satel lites
----------

It Is possible that there wl II be experiments carried on USSR Cosmos
satel lites, USA earth observing satellites, or possibly ot~ers, that wl I I
supply data to FGGE. Such experiments may provide, for example, additional
temperature and moisture soundings from experimental sounders, delineation
of zones of precipitation, and a rough quantitative measure of the amount of
moisTure in the upper few centlmeters of the soi I (in areas where there is
I ittle or no v'egetatlon). As the plans for such experiments become firm,
the details of the data flow can be added to the FGGE data system.
4.2.7

Some General Considerations
--------------

~n Figure 4 It Is Indicated that the Moseow and Washington WMCs produce
global sets of Initial state parameters and the Melbourne WMC produces a set
for the Southern Hemisphere. As discussed above (section 4.1.1), the Initial
state parameters are derived from a set of determlnatlons which are randomly.
dispersed in space and in time. For introduction into numerical models It Is
necessary to transform this set into a set of numbers on the computational
grid, which is usually finer (by a factor of between 2 and 3) than the average
observational spacing. Such a transformatiort is done by an analysis process
which provides the values of the initial state parameters In a three-dimensional
grid (or a polynomial representation).

It seems clear that the three sets of Initial state parameters derived
by the three WMCs by this process wl I I have some differences between them, as
there wll I be differences In the various analysis methods and computational
grids. Since each user of the Initial state parameterswl I I choose a set that
best matches his own model and wl I I make his own adaption of the set to fit
his own computation grid, It seems best to supply the Initial state parameters
as given by the several WMCs (and possibly by other user groups as we' I).
This wl I I preserve al I the Information Inherent in the individual sets and
minimize the amount of extraneous Information introduced by any merging or
interpolations other than those performed by the users.
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5.

SOME

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS RELATED TO -THE DATA SYSTEM FOR FGGE

(I)
~s~ £f_I.!!.t.!:.a.!:.e~ ~n~/£r_mlc.!:.o.'!aye1..~~n!!.l.!!.g_0E.s~rya.!l£n~._.Some other
user groups have expressed the desire to use radlances Instead of or along with
the derived temperature profiles. Reasons advanced for this suggestion are that
some users may use models of greater lateral resolution than the WMCs (clear
column radlances are expected to be available on a scale of something like
200 km); It Is possible that users might receive the clear column radlances more
rapidly or readily than derived temperature profJ les; and there may be, for
some users, an unacceptable level of model dependence inherent In the derived
temperature profiles. These questions are flagged for fiurther Investigation,
although this is I ikely to happen as a natural course of events once the second
generation observing systems are In operation (e.g. ITOS-D, 1972).
It also seems clear that the USA 8nd USSR should exchange clear column
radlances obtained by their respective satel lite sounding systems, to prOVide
additional means of studying the errors In the fields derived from such data.
(I f) .§.e~ .§.u.!:.f~c~T~.r!!y!r~t~r~s. Scanning radiometers on pO,lar orbiting
satellites will produce surface observations at high resolution (some 5 km)
but some smoothing may be necessary to eliminate the effect of cloud cover
and approach the accuracy set forth by JOG. It Is estimated that In order to
accommodate such noise reduction, and to al low - for data gaps due to extensive
cloud-iness, sea surface temperature maps may be prepared about every three
days. If these determlnatlons are produced with a scale of 100 to 200 km, most
of the major ocean currents wi I I not be resolved. Is this acceptable? Should
the hori,ontal and time grid for sea surface temperatures be revised?
(i 11) Q.e.!:.l~a.!.l£n_o.:!. !L!.n~s_f~_Clo~d_Ssu~n.£e~ fro.!!:!. Q.e.£s.!a.!.l£n~r:t. .§.a.!.eJ.llt~s.
PI lot wind derivations are now In operation using ATS cloud observations,
experience from which has shown ~he nature of the technical problems that need
solving. Foremost among these are the need to automate at least a part of
the procedures and to prOVide increased accuracy. The single greatest contribution
to the latter wl I I be the refined height determlnatlons prOVided by the Infrared measurements planned for the next gener~tlon of geostatlonary satel lites.
No prodedure Is presently available to exploit the Infrared measurements for
this purpose, hence such techniques must be investigated actively as soon as
the observations become available. The current methods of deriVing cloud
heights are quite Inadequate for the cloud target problem and must be replaced If
the FGGE requirements are to be met.
Since several groups are currently involved In exploring suitable
methods that could be used operationally ·to derive acceptable wind vectors from
cloud targets, and since additional groups (e.g. In France and Japan) are
likely to become active In this area In the future, It Is suggested that regular
exchange of Information among these groups be stimulated In order to facilitate
the development of better techniques, and that a workshop be organized In the
near future as a means of initiating such exchanges of Information and experience.
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(i v) fx£h~n.ae_o.!. .Q.e!er.mln~tl.o.!l ~n~ initial 2.t~t~ !:.ar.a!!!.e!er.s_f~.r_t,!l.e_FgGf
on the GTS. It is proposed in the data plan set forth in this report that these
. data-be exchanged among the WMCs, and made available to user groups via the
GTS and appropriate national arrangements.
The estimates made In this report reveal that this seems possible in
principle, for the total data flow envisioned is wel I within the design capability
of the main trunk on the GTS. However, the practical posslbil ity of accomplishing
these objectives needs more detailed Investigation, with respect to such matters
as coding and scheduling.
(v)
Formats for Non-WWW Observations. Some special observing SUb-systems
are requiF.ed70rtheFGGE-(~g.-Wlnds7rom-cloudtargets, reference-level bal loons
and buoys, tropical wind systems). It is proposed in this data plan that these
data be exchanged via the WWW. Authorities potentially responsible for the
Implementation of these special systems should have guidance from WMO on approprIate
code or message formats to facilitate their exchange via the GTS.
(vi) Ir~n~ls.2.i£n_o.!..!:!e!!!.I.2.p,!l.er.i£ £r_Glo£al fl£u.£ !:1,a£.s. Many dynami ca I
features that can be expressed numerically and introduced into models can be
derived from analysis of cloudiness patterns. Such analyses are particularly
valuable in data sparse regions of the oceans and are foreseen as useful
especially in the Southern Hemisphere during FGGE; In facta specific request
has been made for such data. Clearly, it would not be practical to transmit the
ful I resolution digital picture information. Current practice, for example In
NOAA, is to compress the global mosaics of cloud pictures; Intensities are
averaged over an array of 8 x 8 resolution elements, and intenslties compressed
by a factor of three so that data that Is stored has a scale of about 40 km with
an Intensity scale of five steps (3 bits). Present magnetic tape practice
al lows about three ful I global mosaics to be stored on one tape. It is likely
that this amount of data could be supplied to users who require it. The
minimum useful data flow to meet this kind of requirement needs to be establ ished,
and the possiblity ascertained of transmitting the data by the GTS. In addition,
current freqeuncy regulations of the ITU permit inclusion of data collection
and distribution functions to be performed by meteorological satel I ites. The
possibi lities of using the planned and proposed satel I ites (in particular
geostationary satel I ites) for such purposes should be explored by the responsible
national authorities.
A superficial estimate of the coding of such information in binary
form yields a requirement of about 5 x 10 5 bits to represent the Southern
Hemisphere for one day, providing that the data can be transmitted in a bit
stream in a pre-arranged sequence; coding would materially increase the data load.
(vi i) !1a!!.a.ae!!!.e.!lt_C~n~i~e!:a.!l~n~. It Is suggested in section 4.2 above that
some central group might exist to coordinate information and activities between
the various national groups that are responsible for the several major components
comprising the FGGE data system. In this way, the various components (observational
as wel I as attendant data systems) may evolve so as to combine optimal Iy into the
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final system needed for FGGE, and which would represent a practical coordination
of national efforts with perhaps modest extensions to meet special needs over
.and above those foreseen for WWW. The exact nature of such a central group should
be discussed in the larger framework of overal I management needed for FGGE.
(viii) ~v~l!a~l!l!y_ol£a!a~ It Is suggested In 4.1.3 that al I data during
FGGE be in principle available to researchers, some In quasi-real time via the
GTS or other rapid communication arrangements, some In delayed time by exchange
of technical storage media. Since an International meteorological data archive
system already exists, it may be useful to examine the capability of the existing
archives to meet these needs and ascertain what additional provisions might have
to be arranged to assure ful I aval labl Ilty of data In reasonably short time
to research groups undertaking FGGE numerical experimentation er other
related Investlgaticbns.
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6.

WORKING PAPERS PREPARED BY PARTICIPANTS, JOG STUDY GROUP ON THE
FGGE DATA SYSTEM, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, AUGUST 23-27, 1971

S. Beloussov: "Review of the Status Regarding the Numerical Simulation of Largescale Motions of the Atmosphere via Operational Systems at the WMC Moscow ll
L.F. Hubert :"Wind Estimates by Tracking Clouds on Images from Geosynchronous
Sate II Ites"
K. Mlyakoda: "The Present Status of the Development of Four-Dimensional
Assimilation Techniques"
Pt More I: "Balloon and Buoy Observation Systems"
H.K. Saylor: "Current Status of Operational Numerical Weather Prediction at
the WMC Washington, D.C."
W.L. Smith: "Infrared Sounding System (1971-1976)"
G.B.

Tuc~er:

"Review of the Status Regarding the Numerical Simulation of Largescale Motions of the Atmosphere In the Southern Hemisphere via Operattonal
Systems"
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ABRIDGED REPORT TO THE JQC ON THE
1970-1971 INTERNATI ONAl HADIOMETERSONDE INTERCOMPAR ISON
(Submitted by J. London)
I.

Introduction

The flux of radiation at the upper and lower boundaries of the atmosphere
and the divergence of this flux within the atmosphere represent major energy
sources and sinks for atmospheric motlons on different tlme and space scales.
Radiation flux measurements and calculations, therefore, could contribute essential
information for carrying out the overal I scientific objectives of the Global
Atmospheric Research Program. This was clearly stated in the GARP Study Conference
Report, Stockholm, 1967; further discussed in GARP Publ ication Series No. 5,
Problems-of Atmospheric Radiation in GARP; and again in the Report on the fifth
session of the Joint Organizing Committee, Bombay, 1-5 February, 1971.
Because of the difficulties attending solar radiation observatlo~most of
the past efforts have been concentrated 6n measurement of the flux of thermal
radiation in the atmosphere at wavelengths beyond 4f.m. Several bal loon-borne
instruments have been developed by scientists in different countries to measure
the upward and downward radiatlon flux in the earth's atmosphere. In order
to standardize these instruments in measurement of the radiation field In the
atmosphere, and to assist in their improvement, the Radiation Commission of
IAMAP, through its Working Group on Radlometersonde Intercomparison, conducted
two series of intercomparisons (one in 1963 and one in 1965) of several of the.
leading type of instruments. These intercomparisons were supported by WMO
and IAMAP funds. On the basis of the field results, steps were taken after
each series to modify and improve each of the radiometersonde systems.
In ~ontinuance of this over al I program,theRadiation Commission,
at its meeting in Bergen, Norway, in August, 1968, endorsed the recommendation
of its Working Group " •..•. that another intercomparison be conducted over a
large homogeneous surface, as for example, the sea (with bal loon launchings
preferably from on board a ship) .•.• ". It was also recommended that a
theoretical researcher, active in the field of radiative transfer, be added
to the Working Group. The purpose of the latter recommendation was to coordinate
the observational results with theoretical flux calculations based on vertical
soundings taken simultaneously with the radiosonde observation, as had been
suggested in the GARP, Stockholm, 1967, report, thus providing, in addition to
a check on the consistency among the various instruments, comparison between
theoretical calculations and observations. Standardization of radiometersondes
and the development of a "correct" and "sensitive" radiation model are
essential for GARP and many of its sUb-programs (e.g. GATE, etc.). This third
radiometersonde intercomparisonowas originally planned to take place in the
fal I, 1969, over the eastern part of the tropical Pacific and was supported by
ICSU/WMO through the GARP Implementation Fund.
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The intercomparlsons were eventually carried out in two phases.
Phase I was conducted aboard the NOAA oceanographic research vessel, DISCOVERER,
operating from Miami, Florida, through the Gulf of Mexico, Panama Canal, into
the Pacific to 80 S latitude and return to Miami. Twenty successful combined
ascents were conducted between 3 and 21 May, 1970 under a variety of atmospheric
conditions.
A discussion of the resul'ts took place in Tokyo, Japan, from 24 to
27 March, 1971. At that time Phase I I intercomparisons were conducted at Tateno,
Japan, with three fl ights of radiometersondes from Japan, U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.
This wil I enable an intercomparison of al I four radiometersonde systems.
This brief report summarizes the results of Phase I and includes
recommendations based on these results. It is planned that a more comprehensive
technical report, discussing the results of the complete program (including
Phase I I) along with descriptions of the radiometersondes and detai Is of the
theoretical calculations, wil I be submitted to the JOC for publ ication as part
of the GARP Publ icatlon Series.
The following scientists constituted the Working Group on Radlometersonde Intercomparison, Radiation Commission (IAMAP):
Dr. Peter M. KUhn, <USA),Chairman
Dr. H.G. Muller (FRG)
Mr. H. Fimpel (FRG)
Prof. J.C. Gi I le (USA)
Dr. M. Shimizu (Japan)
Dr. A~ Yata (Japan)
Br. Y. Sekiguchi (Japan)
Dr. V. I. Schlyakov (USSR)
Dr. A. Ph. Kuzenkov (USSR)
The Radiation Commission would I ike to thank NOAA and the Japanese
Meteorological Agency for mck Ing their facl I ities avai lable for the intercomparlsons.
Both Dr. Kuhn and Prof. Gi lie contributed substantially to this summary report.
I I.

Measurements During Phase

The radiometersonde data were taken by having two simultaneous
bal loon ascents. The German Instrument was flown on one bal loon, and telemetered
its data to the ship through a 403 MHz transmltt~ and receiver. The Japanese
and U.S. Instruments were flown on the second bal loon. A rotary switch
sequentlally connected the sensors of the radiometersondes as wel I as the
meteorological data with a U.S. 1680 Mhz transmitter. The circuit of the
transmitters used in these experiments was modified to al low better senslvlty
for the range of Japanese thermistor values. The signals were received and
recorded on the ship.
The instruments were taken wel I away from the DISCOVERER In a smal I
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boat, allowed to come to thermal equi I ibrium over the sea surface for several
minutes, and then released. A more detai led discussion of the fl ight arrangements
was contained in an interim report --1970 International Radlometersonde Interpari sons
submitted to the JOC In December 1970.
The measurements from each instrument were analyzed by the group
responsible for its development. The theoretical calculations were made with
a program that basically fol lows the approach of Rogers and Walshaw. The
technical detal Is of each instrument and of the theoretical calculations wi I I
be described in a subsequent technical report.
During the discussion in Tokyo of the results of Phase I, two extreme
types of situations were chosen for Instrument intercomparison and theoretical
computations. They were the most cloud-free cases and the most overcast cases.
This was done in order to make comparisons during the most horizontally uniform
conditions and because clouds are primary modulators of atmospheric radiation.
Seven ascents (of the twenty) were selected for detailed study, these are given
below:
Ascent

Date (1970)

Cloud conditions
Least clouds

5
7
8
21

2
5
6
20

May
May
May
May

1/10 Cu

o CUi

1/10 Cb; 1/10 Ci
2/10 Ac
o Sc; 1/10 Ac; 0 Ci
Cloudy

10 May
12 May
18 May

8
9
16
I I I.

10/10 Stratus
10/10 Stratus
10/10 Stratus

Results of the Phase I Intercomparison

In this section, only the instrumental results will be discussed.
Comparison between the calculated and observed results wi I I be discussed in
Section IV below.
A.

Fluxes

The radiometersondes measure separately the upward and downward
of infrared radiation. The dlfference is then taken to get
the net flux at each level.
flu~es
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I. Clear Cases
The results for the ascents under 'clear sky' conditions are summarized
In Tables 2a, b, c. At each pressure level listed In the first
co Iumn, the me~ln for a I I three Instrumen'ts of the four 'c Iear-s\«If'~
soundings (only three at the 900 mb and 800 mb levels, due to missing
data) Is presented. Unfortunately, the Japanese data were not presented
below 900 mb, and no comparisons were attempted below that level.)
The next four columns give the departures for each Instrument of the
observed flux (or of the computed flux) from the mean, averaged over
the four ascents. The rows next to the bottom give the mean departure,
averaged over al I levels and the root mean square departure for each
Instrument (or computations), averaged over all levels and al I ascents.
For the observed upward fluxes, it can be seen In Table 2a that the
German instrument measures lower values than either the Japanese
or U.S. instrument. These latter agree reasonably wel I with each
other below 400 mb; above that level the U.S. instrument consistently'
gives larger values. The average is most closely approximated by the
Japanese instrument.
The statistics of the downward fluxes are presented in Table 2b.
In this case, the Japanese instrument is below the average. The
central position of the U.S. instrument is reflected in the smaller
mean and rms departures from the average.
There is much worse agreement between the Instruments for the downward
than for the upward flux, du e per.haps in part to the larger dynami c
range which must be accommodated and the smal I downward flux at upper
levels.
Table 2c presents the statistics for net flux measurements for clear
days. Again, systematic differences may be seen. The German
measurements are below the average, the Japanese above, and the U.S.
Instruments close to the average, but low below 500 mb and high above
It •. The U.S. Instrument has smaller rms departure from the average
than the German or Japanese instruments, by virtue of being closer
to the average.
2.

Cloudy Cases

TKe results of three cloudy day ascents are displayed in Tables 3a-c.
For the upward flux we note that the German Instrument is consistently
above the average (contrary to the clear ascents), and the Japanese
always below. It seems possible that this change in relative position
is due to the different effects of water drops on the instruments and
their rate of drying off. The U.S. instrument Is much further below
the average than the Japanese for the lower 3 or 4 levels, but
significantly more positive at and above 400 mb, as it is for the
clear cases. AI I ~struments are in good agreement at the highest
level. Again, rms departures from the average are nearly the same
for the U.S. and Japanese inst~uments, which are less than for the
German· one, but not much larger than for the clear day cases.
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The downward fluxes for the cloudy ascents (Table 3b) are quantitatively
simi lar to the clear ascent results. The German instl"ument is above
the average, the Japanese below, and the U.S. closer to the average
on the high side. Again, the U.S. lnstrument has the smal lest rms
difference of its reading from the average. The German and Japanese
rms departures are much larger than for the clear case.
For the net flux (Table 3c) the German and U.S. instruments are
consistently lower than the average, whi le readings on the high side
were obtained by Japan, as was the case for the clear ascents.
The U.S. instrument is wel I below average at the low levels, but
approches the average at the upper levels. It is closest to the
average, on the whole, of the instruments.
B.

Flux Divergence

The awe rage flux dlvergences for the clear and cloudy cases are
shown in Figures I and 2, and the results for each set of fl ights are
summarized in Tables 4 a-b. In these units, 0.• 01 Iy (min (100 mb»
0
corresponds to 0.59 C/day. The clear sky results presented in Table 4a
do no show the same systematic differences among the instruments, as
indicated for the flux measurements (Table 2a). However, we see that
the U.S. instrument is generally above the average and the German
instrument is usually below the average flux divergence. The mean
differences are smal I, corresponding to cool ing rates of less than
0.2 oC/day. However, a given determination in any layer could have an
o
uncertainty of between 0.5-0.S C/day relative to the average.
The situation is somewhat worse for the cloudy ascents as shown in
Figure 2 and Table 4b. At any level, rms departures from the average
are larger than for clear skies, reaching 1.0oC/day.
Unti I the rms departures from precise measure are known and
0
reduced to 0.2 - 0.3 C/day, the usefulness of these measurements
must be questioned.
C.

Discussion

It should be emphasized that al I instrument readings have been
compared to the average of the three in the same situation as the
standard of reference, although there was no reason to regard this
as the "correct" or "true" va Iue •. One feature of th is type of
comparison is that a very bad measurement by one instrument wi I I
distort the average, and lead to large departures for the others.
A better method is to compare them with an independent set of
measurements of very high accuracy.
The total spread of means, and the rms departures at a level are
generally greater for downward than for upward fluxes. This would
seem to indicate that there are greater problems in the measurement
of the downward fluxes. This is probably due to the fact that the
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downward flux decreases by a factor of two. It also appears to he
difficult to measure the smal I downward fluxes at the top of the
troposphere with useful precision.
The consistency of the sign of the mean departures from the
average, and their size compared to one third (=1/ vg) of the
rms departure indicates that the mean departuFss are usually
significant. The values at individual levels are generally not as
large as the rms departures, and are of less significance.
The differences in the upward and downward flux results in
systematic differences of the net flux. Comparing this to the
flux divergence, where systematic differences are not so apparent,
suggests that the instruments do better in measuring absolute
fluxes. Even so, the usefulness of radiometersonde measurements
can be increased by better calibration and standardization so that
the o rms departures from accurate observations is reduced to about
0.3 C/day.
IV.

Comparison Between Calculated and Observed Results

The calculated results for the flux divergence are included in Figures
1-2 and departures of the computed flux components from the mean of the observations
are also presented in Tables 2-4. The computed values are based on pressure,
temperature and relative humidity data from a standard U.S. radiosonde, taken at
one minute intervals and on assumed standard distributions of carbon dioxide and
ozone. For the clear cases, no clouds were included because the cloud amounts
were low, and no cloud heights or location information was avai lable. For the
cloudy cases (10/10 Stratus overcast) a ~Iack layer was put In at the estlma~ed
level of the cloud top. This was always below 900 mb. No information was avai 1able on clouds above that level, so none was included.
A.

Clear Cases

The calculated upward flux (Table 2a) displays systematic differences
from the observations. It is lower than the average at al I elevations
below 300 mb. The latter may be due to the neglect of other sources
of opacity, such as aerosols or thin unreported clouds. Even at the
surface (not shown) measured upward fluxes are often larger than the
calculated values. It was necessary to assume that the sea surface
temperature and the air temperature measured at the lowest level were
the same. This may be a partial cause of the discrepancy.
The rms departure for the computed upward flux is about the same as
for the measurements from different instruments.
For downward fluxes (Table 2b), the calculations are consistently much
below the average of the measurements. This could be due to large
errors In the reported humidity data, particularly at high levels and/or
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the neglect of other sources of opacity~ such as high. level dust layers
or thin u~reported cirrus, In the calculation. In addition, It may be
that the downward flux as measured by the instruments Is over estimated
as a result of longer Instrumental time constants than Is generally
assumed. The calculations yle1d a I~rger net flux (Table 2c) than the
average of the observations, (and larger than al I of the observed values
above 300 mb). However, the rms departure shown In Table 4c is
comparable to two of the instruments. For the average of the clear days,
the mean divergence is smal I and differs little from the mean deviation
of the observed values. This would suggest that either method can
probably be used to give a satisfactory value for the overal I tropospheric radiatlve cooling of the clear atmosphere.
The rms deviation for the calculated
correspond to a radlative
o
. . values
.
.
temperature change of about 0.9 C/day. This is somewhat larger than the
rms deviation for the Instrumental measurements (0.5 - O.SoC/day) and as
pointed out above, both need to be reduced for useful determination of
the vertical distribution of radlatlve temperature changes even with
ctear conditions.
B.

Cloudy Cases

For cloudy skies, the cdmputed upward flux <Table 3a) Is again
slightly lower at the surface than the observed values, and much higher
at the high levels. The large differences at the upper levels are almost
certainly due to neglect of uhknown high level cloud layers.
The downward flux (Table 3b) Is consistently below the Instrumental
average, although at many levels it is In reasonably good agreement with
the Japanese measurements. The large differences from 500-700 mb are
p~bDbly due to downward radiation from middle cloud layers not included
in the computations.
Because the downward flux is so strongly underestimated by the
computations, the calculated net flux (Table 3c) is much larger than any
of the observed values. This Is true for both the mean and the rms
departure from the average of the measurements.
The flux divergences (radiative cool ing) as shown on Table 4b,
are consistently larger than the measured values although on the
average the cgol Ing rate difference for the entire troposphere Is
les 5 than 0.4 C/day. However, the rms deviation corresponds to
o
1.3 C/day compared to a.measurement range of 0.6-I.O C/day. Much
of this variation in the computed values must be due to the presence
of unobserved (unreported) layers of middle and high clouds, as
wel I as Inadequate observations of water vapor and the neglect In
the calculations of possible haze layers.
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In almost all cases, the mean departures for the upward and
downward fluxes have been reduced to about one-third of the
differences found in the previous two series of Intercomparlsons
(I963 and 1965).
The large rms difference for both calculated and observed
radlative cooling values.suggest, ho~ever, that considerable
improvements stl I I need to be made in real istlc computations and
standard i zat ion of the rad lometersondes for app I ieat Ions to deta i I
problems of energetics In real, cloudy atmospheres.
V.

Summary of the Results
I.

Clear Skies
(a) Upward flux
I) The German measured values are lower than the measured
values of the other two instruments (Japanese and U.S.).
2) The Japanese values are higher than for the U.S. instrument
at levels below 600 mb but lower than U.S. at levels above
500 mb.
3) The computed values are lower than observed up to 400 mb

and slightly higher above.
(b) Downward flux
I) The German measured values are higher than the other two.
2) The Japanese values are the lowest of the three observed.
3) The computed fluxes are lower than al I three observed values •

. (c)

Net f Iux*
I) The German instruments gives the lowest net flux, the
Japanese instrument gives the highest new flux at al I levels.
2) The computed net flux is higher.than the average derived
from the observed values and this difference increases
with height.

*

It should be noted that the net flux is not independently measured (or calculated)
but is the result of the difference between the measured (or calculated)
upward and downward fluxes.
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In general, the results from the U.S. instruments have the lowest
.mean deviation and rms departure of the three radlometersondes and seem to stlow
less variance than the calculated values.
2. Cloudy skies
(a) Upward flux
I) Below 600 mb the U.S. measured values are lower than those of the
of ~he other two instruments. (The German values are the highest).
2) Above 600 mb al I three instruments showed good agreement.
3) As In the case of clear skies, the computed values are smaller
than the observed below about 500 mb and increasingly larger than
the observed at the higher levels.
(b)

Downward flux
I) As In the case of clear skies, the measurements from the German
instrument show the highest and those from the Japanese instrument
show the lowest of the observed values.
2) The computed results are again much lower than the observed
values paFticularly in the region 500-700 mb.

(c)

Net flux*
I) Except below 600 mb, the German Instrument gives the lowest and
the Japanese Instrument gives the highest net flux;
2) The computed net flux Is higher ~han the observed results and this
difference shows a marked Increase with height.

For the cloudy cases, the U.S. instrument also shows the least
departure from the mean of the three radlometersondes, and again the calculated
values have the largest variations, larger than for clear sky conditions.
3.

Flux divergence
(a) Clear skies
I) Except for the German value at 850 mb, al I cooling curves In
Figure I are roughly parallel.
2) The mean deviation for each of the three instruments is smal I.
3) The rms deviation corresponds to a radlative temperature change
of a little more than .05 0 C/day.

*

See previous footnote.
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4) The calculated and rms deviations are somewhat larger than the
observed values, buth this might be because the computed cool ing
values show less fluctuation with height than the observed
values (see Figure I).
(b)

-Cloudy skies
I) The mean deviation of 'each of these instruments is smal I but the
rms deviation is about IOC/day.
2) Again, the calculated variations are somewhat larger (rms deviation
0
about 1.3 C/day) than those derived from the observations.

There is not much difference in the observed mean or rms deviation
between the clear and cloudy cases. This indicates that inadequate cal ibration
and standardization of the instruments rather than horizontal atmospheric
inhomogenetles are probably responsible for the differences.
In the case of the computed values, however, there is an increase
(two-fold) in the mean and rms deviations between clear and cloudy conditions,
suggesting that theoretical flux calculations which may have the same reliabi Ilty
as measured values for a cloudless atmosphere are seriously affected by the lack
of information concerning cloud amounts and heights for normal cloudy conditions.
VI.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the results of Phase I of
the radlometersonde Intercomparlson as discussed above. It may be that some
additional recommendations wl I I be made when the results of Phase, I I are analyzed.
It is felt, however, that the Implementation of the present recommendations is
urgent in order that GARP and the sub-programs of GARP (e.g GATE, FGGE, etc.)
make constructive use of improved free air radiative flux observations and
theoretical calculations.
I.

Laboratory Cal ibration

It is recommended that laboratory cal ibratlon and intercomparlson
of al I Instruments be performed. This required the aval labi I ity of
one or preferably two black body sources, capable of producfn~ a 2n
steradian Irradiation on the Instruments. A further desideratum Is
that this calibration take p.ace In a chamber whose pressure and
temperature can be varied to stmulate conditions In the upper atmosphere.
In addition, It is recommended that a laboratory test of the
response tlme(lag) of the four Instruments be made using a common
variable Infrared source.
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2. I ntercomQar i son of Sal-loon an-d Aircraft Rad i ometers

As a follow-up to the laboratory ca1 ibration, it is recommended
that intercomparisons be made between ba1 loon-borne radiometersondes
and aircraft-borne instruments of high precision and accuracy.
These should be capable of measuring the total upward and downward
radiant fluxes, or of making measurements from which fluxes can be
determined.
Observations over the ocean are again suggested, to minimize
the effects of changing underlying surfaces. Slow ascents are
suggested in order to obta1n detai led structure in the lower levels.
To al low comparison at high levels, the aircraft with high altitude
(at least 13 km) capabi I ity should be employed. An aircraft with
the kind of capabi I ities of the NASA CV 990 is envisaged.
3.

Radiometer-SateI I ite Comparisons

Satel I ite observations of the upward radiative flux at sate I lite
altitudes should be used for comparison with the radiometersonde
measurements of the upward flux at the top of the ascent. This
comparison is important because of the accuracy of good satel lite
data and the frequency and relative ease with which such comparisons
can be made.
It is also recommended that data from the 1970-71 International
Radiometersonde Intercomparisons be compared with avaiJable
satel I ite data. This comparison of the four types of radiometersondes
would be from an historical point-of-view. Equally important
is the recommendation that each group make maximum use of radiometersonde-satel lite lntercomparisons in the future.
4.

Development of New Instruments

The U.S.S.R. and Germany have reported on work to develop a
radiometersonde for daytime use and an albedo-sonde, respectively.
Scientists in the U.S. have been experimenting with selectively
coated sensing surfaces for daytime and solar measurements. It
is recommended that these research efforts be continued toward
providing information of solar flux components in the free atmosphere.
5.

Comparison of Calculations and Observations

It is recommended that for future intercomparisons simultaneous
measuroments of aerosols (both distribution and size) and clouds
(height and amount) be made for inclusion in the theoretical calculations.
It is further recommended that efforts be made to improve the
humidity element on the standard ra~iosonde so that equivalent
measurements to an accuracy within - 10% of the specific humidity
can be made to levels of about 100 mb.
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In addition, it is recommenned that theoretical work be pursued
to define the method of handl ing aerosol and cloud particles in
the computational procedure and to determine necessary improvements
in the radiative transfer model.
Finally, it is recommended that steps be taken to implement the
suggestion made in the GARP Study Conference report for a program
of "complete radiation experiments":
6.

Continuation of the International Intercomparison Group

It is recommended that the Working Group on radiometersonde
intercomparisons remain intact through the intercomparisons
described above and to implement these recommendations. No
definite time scale is now set; but one can foresee useful work
up at least through the GATE experiment, and possibly beyond.
It is suggested that the Working Group be reconstituted as an
ad hoc group with Joint responsibi lities to the JOC and the
Radiation Commission (IAMAP).
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TABLE 2a
Departures from Clear Day Means
Upward Flux (ly/min)
Pressure

Mean

Germany

Japan

United States

Computed

900 '
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.6287
.5917
.5675
.5397
.5116
.4771
.4426
.4116
.3908

-.0100
-.0067
-.0127
-.0107
-.0086
-.0128
-.0183
-.0151
-.0206

.0057
.0037
.0078
.0063
.0032
.0027
.0039
-.0003
.0017

.0043
.'0030
.0050
.0043
.0054
.0102
.0144
.0154
.0189

-.0124
-.0123
-.0138
-.0143
-.0155
-.0118
-.0049
.0044
.0120

-.0128
.0211

.0038
.0163

.0090
.0155

-.0076
.0201

Mean Departure
RMS Departure*

TABLE 2b
Departures from Clear Day Means
Downward Flux (ly/min)
Pressure
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Mean

Germany

.5087
.4426
.3977
.3340
.2651
.1912
.1262
.0693
.0373

.0030
.0261
.0158
.0173
.0182
.0163
.0148
.0217
.0137
.0163
.0241

Mean Departure
RMS Departure*

Japan

United States

Computed

-.0157
-.0249
-.0222
-.0222
-.0256
-.0262
-.0247
-.0286
-.0201

.0127
-.0012
.0063
.0050
.0074
.0098
.0098
.0069
.0064

-.0140
-.0249
-.0340
-.0332
-.0321
-.0302
-.0340
-.0327
-.0222

-.0233
.0293

.0070
.0142

-.0286
.0384

TABLE 2c
Departures from Clear Day Means
Net Flux (ly/min)
United States

Computed

Pressure

Mean

Germany

Japan

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.1200
.1491
.1698
.2057
.2465
.2859
.3164
.3422
.3535

-.0130
-.0328
-.0286
-.0279
-.0267
-.0292
-.0332
- .0167
-.0342

.0213
.0286
.0299
.0286
.0288
.0288
.0286
.0283
.0218

-.0083
.0042
-.0013
-.0007
-.0020
.0003
.0046
.0125

.0015
.0126
.0202
.0189
.0166
.0184
.0291
.0371
.0341

-.0292
.0388

.0272
.0352

.0020
.0124

.0210
.0336

Mean Departure
RMS Departure*

.0085

*RMS Deviation Calculated from Individual Sounding Data
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TABLE 3a
Departures from Cloudy Day Means
Upward Flux (ly/min)
Pressure

Mean

Germany

Japan

United States

Computed

900·
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.6149
.5970
.5696
.5331
.5010
.4581
.4074
.3852
.3507

.0404
.0263
.0178
.0109
.0007
.0022
.0046
.0048
-.0002

-.0159
-.0067.
-.0062
-.0048
-.0013
-.0054
-.0041
-.0056
.0008

-:,.0246
-.0197
-.0116
-.0061
.0007
.0032
-.0004
.0008
-.0007

-.0248
-.0192
-.0210
-.0133
-.0090
.0030
.0230
.0245
.0459

.0119
.0279

-.0055
.0169

-.0065
.0160

.0010
.0390

Mean Departure
. RMS Departure*

TABLE 3b
Departures from Cloudy Day Means
Downward Flux (ly/min)
Pressure

Mean

Germany

Japan

United States

COIIiputed

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.5309
.4814
.4289
.3646
.3042
.2073
.1218
.0722
.0362

.0421
.0372
.0264
.0271
.0208
.0283
.0302
.0414
.0073

-.0392
-.0318
-.0296
-.0292
-.0279
-.0373
-.0384
-.0399
-.0087

-.0029
-.0054
.0031
.0021
.0071
.0090
.0082
-.0016
.0013

-.0400

.0290
.0420

-.0313
.0420

.0023
.0138

Mean Departure
RMS Departure*

-~0474

-.0571
-.0579
-.0639
-.0403
-.0325
-.0352
-.0223
-.0441·
.0608

TABLE 3c
Departures from Cloudy Day Means
Net Flux (ly/min)
Pressure

Mean

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.0840
.1156
.1407
.1686
•1968
.2508
.2857
.3130
.3145

Mean Departure
RMS Departure*

Germany
-.0017
-.0109
-.0087
-.0162
-.0201 .
-.0261
-.0257
-.0367
-.0075
-.0171
.0357

Japan

United States

Computed

.0233
.0251
.0233
.0244
.0266
.0319
.0343
.0343
.• 0095

-.0217
-.0142
-.0147
-.0082
-.0064
-.0058
-.0087
.0023
-.0020

.0152
.0281
.0362
.0446
.0549
.0433
.0554
.0596
.0682

.0259
.0402

-.0088
.0180

.0451
.0685

*RMS Deviation Calculated from Individual Sounding Data
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TABLE 4a
Statistics on Flux Divergences for Clear Days
(ly/min (100mb)-1)
Deviation by
United" States
Japan

Pressure

Mean

Gennany

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200

.0291
.0304
.0358
.0408
.0394
.0305
.0258
.0112

-.0198
.0042
.0007
.0012
-.0024
-.0040
-.0036
.0025

.0072
.0014
- .0013
.0002
.0001
-.0002
:-.0003
-.0065

-.0013
.0023
.0042
.0039
.0040

.0111
.0076
- .0013
-.0023
.0018
.0107
.0080
-.0030

-.0027
.0136

.0001
.0103

.0026
.0086

.0041
.0153

Mean Deviation
RMS Deviation*

.0126
-.0056
~u007

Computation

TABLE 4b
Statistics for Flux Divergences for Cloudy Days
(ly/min (10Omb)-1)
Pressure
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200

Mean
.0316
.0251
.0279
.0282
.0540
.0349
.0273
-.0122

Mean Deviation
RMS Deviation*

Gennany

Deviation by
United States
Japan

Computation

-.0092
.0022
-.0076
-.0039
-.0060
.0004
-.0110
.0292

.0018
-.0018
.0011
.0021
.0053
.0024
0.0000
-.0248

.0074
-.0004
.0064
.0018
.0007
-.0029
.0110
-.0043

.0129
.0080
.0085
.0102
-.0116
.0121
.0042
.0086

-.0007
.0177

-.0017
.0136

.0025
.0094

.0066
.0220

*RMS Deviation Calculated from Individual Sounding Data
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